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COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE COUNCIL 
Commission Proposal on the General Conditions for public supply contracts financed 
by the European Development Fund 
The draft General Cond{tions for public supply contracts form an integral part 
' 
or the "common rules" referred to in Article 22 of Protocol No'2 to the Lome 
Convention: 
"The general provisions and conditions applicable to the placing and performance of ' 
public contracts financed, by the Fund ~hall be the subjec~ of common rules adopted, 
on a proposal by the Commission, by a decision of the Council of Ministers at its 
!':econd meeting followin~ the date of entry into force of the Convention". 
The Commission has atready transmitted to the Coun~l the draft General Conditions 
for public works contracts CCOMC76)715 final, Brussels, 7 January 1977) and the 
draft General Conditions for. public service~ contracts CCOMC77)257 final, Br~ssels, 
I• 
14 Jurie 1977>. 
,1' 
The General Condi'tions· for public supply contracts is the last volume in the trilo.gy 
of "common. rules" governing public contracts' financed by the EDF. 
. . ' . 
. . 
The purpose of this Communication is to present the General Condition~ for public . 
.. supply contracts to the Council, ultimately leading to an offer from the Community 
I 
to the ACP States an·d a decision by the EEC-ACP Council of, Ministers. 
* 
*·* 
The purpose of these General Conditiori~,· like ~h~t of the G~neral Conditions for 
public works contracts, is to provide the general. contractual conditi'ons, in each 
of the six Community languages, designed to encourage hea.l thy compet ·it ion. between 
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equal terms for contracts fi~anced by th~ EDF. 
suppliers in the Community and ACP countries by enabling'them'to compete on· 
\' ') 
:~ .. 
we will begin with a few words on the structure of the document, and then tra~e. 
I \ . . ~--~ 
the main guidelin'es· •. 
. ' 
I. Structure 
* 
* *' 
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The structure of the General Conditi~ns· for supply contracts, like that adopted . ·: .. 
_for works and services contracts~· is based on the following· fundamental distinction:.·:' .. 
, , ' ' 'I(', 
the first part, Title I, is made up of ·regulation·s from wh~~h it is'pot p~ssib.te to' ...... . 
derogate; t·he second part, Title II, contains contractual provisions which ·may be' ·._. .~:·;. 
. ' 
- ·derogated from an~ ·adapted. · 
' ' ' '. 
The purpose .of adopting this st'ructure is to fa'cil"itate the application !>f' the · 
:General 'cond.itions for supply COntra~t~· in both Englisb-speaking and French-spe~king 
countries. To do this, it'' was necessary to· draw up l'ilodet conditions which· were·.· 
. I '•. 
sufficiently flexible to be implemented in countries ~ith legal syste~s pS different 
' as those in force in .English-speilldng and French-speaking cour;1trie·s. It was 
. ' 
' 
·' 
' -... 
. ·, 
, , I 
essential, furthermore,' that the.se model conditions should provi'de absolute 'guarantees':'' 
for suppliers from Member States ~d from ACP· St.ates wishing to participate in 
. ' ' 
·contracts financed by th~ EDF. 
Finally, it was necessary to satisfy two imperatives which, to a certain extent, 
are contradictory: flexibility' to take account of the· operation ,of different ~egal '.·, 
. . ' 
institutions, but at the same time certainty of' legal relations and· guarantees for .. 
foreign firms. The.·distinction .~etween regulations and contrac~ual- provisions 
. ' ' 
meets this,objective. Certa.inty is· ensured by'·t.he part containing the regulations,· 
' ' ' 
in' ~hich the· basic rules of th~ contract which cannot be derog~ted •f.rom and the'· 
' ' . 
· ru~es governing the placing. and awarding of contracts i~re laid down. Flexib~ l ity 
is deter~ined by contractual ~mplementing1 provisions whictt may be adjusted w'hen, ~ 
' . ' 
··.· . 
contract is being drafted to meet the special requirements. of that contract. ..-, 
'' ' 
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II. Guidelines 
The guidelines are the same as those adopted for the General Conqitions for public 
works contracts. Accordingly reference should be made ~o the Commission Communication 
. . ' 
to the Council concerning the General Conditions for P,Ubl i c wor.ks contracts 
(COMC76)715 final, Brusse~s, 7 January 1977). 
It should be emphasized, however, that account has been ·taken ·in· the draft of 
.the alterations made to the General.Con.ditions for public works c~ntracts subsequent .. 
to the first; reading of this document by the- ACP/FIN Working Pa~ty. 
1. Scope of the General Conditions 
* 
*· *' 
The General Conditions cover a large numbe~ of fields, 1including the deljver~ of 
supplies (e.g. fertilizer and agricuttural machin.ery>, the deliVery.of equipment 
. . ' . 
plus on-site assembly ·ce.g. metal sheds) and the manufact;ure plus delivery of 
I 
industrial supplies. Sin.ce they cater for such a wide range of eventualities, 
many of the provisions (contract·guarantees, ·methods of inspection,_ payment, 
. . 
acceptance etc.) must avoid bei~g 'too_specific. ··The specifio require!l'ents relating 
to individual contracts must therefore be dealt with .in the Special Condhions • 
. I 
2. Methods of payment. U, 
Article 97 of the draft is deliberat~l~ word~d ·~n a very'general fashion. The 
' . 
Special Conditions may therefore stipulate methods of payment very similar to those 
generally used in normal commercial p~actice for contracts.dealing with just the 
. . I . . 
delivery of goods. ·They may equally well-stipulate methods o.f payment more in 
line with those used ih works contracts if industrial manufacture-is involved •. 
. 3. Transfer of ownership '• 
' Under Article 110 of the draft, ownership shall pass when the supplies are accepted. 
•: 
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This is a basic legal provision by virtue'of which'the acceptance of supplies 
acquires full s1gni11 cance, that is to say the approva.L· ~Y the contracting author.fty 
of the supplies after verification that they are.·of the. quatity and quan~ity specified 
in the Conditions. : · 
4. Maintenance and after-sales service 
These two obligations which are incumbent on the.supplier are of prime importance 
\ 
to the contracting authority. The>:' are perfect.ly distinct fro'm one· another. ·The 
maintenance (Article 111 of the draft) of the ,supplies which the·supplier undertakes 
I 
to .carry out for a period of time specified in th'e contract '(the maintenance period>. 
entails the obligation to ·mair:atain, .repai.r and- replace the supplies, subject to . 
normal conditions of. use, for no extra c_harge. This. means that. the maintenance· 
' is a free service. 
i"he after-sales service CArti cles 28 .and 80), on the other- hand, guarantees that 
t.he supplier will maintain and repair the sup.plies and pr.ovide spare parts, against 
suitable P?yment for these services, irrespec~i\/e of the,ilse to which ·the' supplies 
have been put by the contracting.authoritY· 
\ ' , 
• 
• 
'. f ' 
Cone lusion 
The General Conditions for Public Supply Contracts should be an important instrument 
of competition policy where projects financ~d by ~he' EDF are involved, and also · . 
,provide an:administ'rative tool for the' Commiss'ion departments responsible for ensuring: ,. 
-that projects are efficiently carried out, from both:~he iechnical and firiancial 
angles. 
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. TITLE I 
REGULATIONS 
CHAPTER I · 1 
PRINCIPLES AND'DEFINITIONS . ' 
/'' 
Art; c le 1 ~ 
.. 
I 
Conditions 
Public supply contracts financed by.the Europe_an Develqpment ~und shall be 
governed· by: · ·,. , ·' 
1. These General Conditions; 
2. The Speci~l Conditions. 
Article 2 
Genera~ Conditions 
These General Conditions comprise: 
1. Regulations laying down the principles and conditions for the prep~ration 
and award of contracts; no derogation may be made from these-provisions. ' 
' 
· 2. General contractual prov_isions of an admii'li strative and techni ea l nature, 
relating to the performance of contracts. These provisions shall apply 
to all contracts. 
' I 
• ! 
. 
Article 3 
Special Conditions 
The Special Conditions comprise: 
(a) special ~ontractual clauses appli~able'to each contract; 
(b) all references to the common specifications applicabLe to contra~ts 
relating to the same type of supplies; 
(c) an indication of those contractual provisions referred t~ in .Article 2<2> 
whic~ are not applicabl~ in view of 1~he special re~uirements of the contracf 
concerned. 
Art i c l'e 4 . 
Definitions . 
For th~ purpose of implemen~ing these ~enera( conditions the following definitions 
'shall apply: 
[. 1. ·Contract: any contract ·for valuable consideration, concluded between a 
contracting authority and a supplier .<a natural or legal person), the object 
of which is the provision of movable property which may be· used either in 
' its existing state or in conjunction with works, the nature and value of 
' · whi eh are of. secondary jmportance in relation to the main obj ec~ of the 
' ' 
contract; 
2. Member States: the Member States of the European Economic Community; 
: 3. · ACP S~ates: the African, Caribbean and Pacific States which are ~ecipients 
of ·aid from the European Deve~opment Fund; 1 . 
4. Contracting Authority: the State, regional or local authority, body or any 
legal person governed by public law which concludes the contract or on 
behalf of which the contract is concluded; 
5. Supervisor: the administrative departmeni er the natural or legal person 
desig~ated by the contracting authority as having responsibility for the 
perfo,~maf1.:e of the ··cntract,; · 
.. 
'· 
.. 
. ' 
3 
6. Engi~eer: the person design~ted by name by the supervisor to direct or 
supervise the performance of the contract and to check the quantities 
del iv~red. 
7. Engineer's representative: any person designated by·name by tHe engineer to 
supervise the performance of the contract and, where specially authorized 
\ ' ' 
by the engineer, to part1cipate in dire~ting the performance of' the contract; 
8. Tenderer: any natural or lega(. person submitting a tender with a view t~ 
concluding a contract; 
- 9. Contractor: the tenderer with whom the contract is concluded; 
' ' 
10 •. Price schedule: the document containing, in the case of a unit price 
'contract, an itemized breakdown of the supplies to be provided, together with 
. ' 
'statement of the unit prices- applicable ~n respect of each of the virious 
items in q~estion; 1 
· 11. Bill· of quantities: the document containing, in the case of a urlit. price ' ,_ 
contract based on a detailed estimate, an ·itemized breakdown of the supplies 
to be provided, indi eating an esti.mated quantity for each item and' the 
corresponding unit price as given in tha price schedule. 
, , ' I , 
The bil~ of quantities and the pr1ce schequle· may form one document. 
12. BreakdQwn of the overall price: .the document containing, 1in the- case of an 
overall p_rice contract, an. itemized breakdown of the supplies to be proVided, 
compiled on the basis of the nature of the supplies· to be provided, with or 
without a statement of quantities. 
' \ 
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Article 5 
Competition 
· Contracts shall be awarded on the basis' of· competition. 
Article 6 
Origin of supplies 
• I 
Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 56(3) of the Lome Convention 
. . 
concerning third countries, the supplies tendered must originate in the 
European Economi·c 'community or one or more ACP States. Evidence of the origin 
df the supplies shall be furnished, on importation into the country for which 
' they are intended, by presenting a certificate iss'ued by the cu·stoms authorities 
·.of. the country exporting the supplies •. 
' ' 
Article 7 
Equality of conditions fot participation 
1. Without prejudice to Article 56(3) of the Lome Convention concerning third 
countries, any natural or legal per' son 'having the nationality of a Member 
State or an ACP ~tate shall be eligible to 'partic.ipate on equal te.rms in 
tendering procedures and contracts financed by the European Developme~t Fund. 
2. Tenders shall be.compared on equal terms in order to avoid any obstacle' 
to participation in tenderin~ procedures and the award of contracts. 
To this end, documents inviting tenders may not cont.ain :any specification 
such as'may give rise ~o di~crimination between tenderers • 
. . 
.• ' 
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Article 8 ' 
Preferences·for national firms 
1. A 15% 'price preference .shall be taken into account in favo,H· of the 
industrial production or. small-scale firms of the ACP State~ where tenders 
of equivalent economic and ,technical quality are compared. 
\ 
This preference shall·be.confined to·national firms of the ACP States which 
provide an adequate margin of added value.'. 
2. Where two tenders are acknowledged to be equivalent on the basis of the 
crit~ria set out in Articl~ 48(1j, preference shal( ~~given to the ·on~~which 
permits the greatest ·possible utilization of the physi ea l and· human resources 
,). 
of the ACP States. 
Article 9 
Agreed prices 
1. Contracts shall be placed on the basis of agreed prices. 
be unit prices or an ~ve~all price. 
These prices may 
~- The fact that contracts are to be placed at an agreed p~ice shall/not preclude 
prices being revised in the light of specific fiscal, economic or social 
factors. The p'rice revision 'procedures shall be expressly laid down 1n the 
contract documents. 
3. In addition, and by way of exception, contracts may be p(aced without prices 
~being fixed by agreement: 
(a) for supplies of a complex nature or involving a new,technique presenting 
considerable technical hazards which' necessitate the commencement of work 
before all the conditions of execution can be determined; 
•.' 
' 
'i 
'' 
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(b) in the event of exceptionaL and unforeseeable circumstances, where 
I 
the contracts relate to urgent supplies, the nature and the means of 
execution of which are difficult to determine. 
Article 10 
Payment for services rendered 
1. Contracti may not provide for instalments on accoont except where a service 
has been rendered and accepted. 
I, 
Instalments on account shall be allowed .in respect of the following, according 
to the provisions laid 9own in th.e ·Special. Conditions: 
(a) work done by the contractor, as and when such work is completed; 
I 
(b) supplies pr~vided for the performan~e of the contract, the quantities 
of which are approved and inspected by the engineer. 
\ 2. Nevertheless, advances· may be gr'anted in accordance with the conditions ·and 
. . 
procedures laid down in these General Conditions. 
3. The payme~t of advances and instalments on account does not have· the character 
.. 
of final payment discha~ging the recipient from his obligations. 
Article 11 
Annulment of a tendering procedure 
1 •. Before placing the contract, the contractin~ authority may: 
(a) notwithstanding the ·completion of a procedure prior to the conclusion 
of the contract, eith~r detide not to p~ace thJ contract or order that 
the procedure be recommenced, if necessary using another method; 
(b) in the event of the invitation to tender providing for a contract 
comprising two or more lots, award only certain of the lots and, 
possibly, decide·that the others are to be.the subject of another 
contract or other contracts, if necessary using another met~od. 
, 
7 ... 
2 •. ·The annulment of a tendering proce.d~r~ provided for in p;ragraph 1 may take 
I 
place only in the following cases: 
3. 
- if no tender is received which meets the conditions set out in the 
invitation to tender dossier; 
-if no tender. is received which satisfi~s the criteria for the award of the . 
contract as set out in Article 48(1);· 
' . 
if the economic or technical data of the. project have been fundamentally 
,.(1' 
altered; 
if exceptional circumstances render normal performance of the contract 
impossible; I, 
- if the ;enders received do not correspond to the financiaL resources . 
designated for the contract; · 
if the tenders received c·ontain serious' irregularities resulting in, 
particular in interfe'rence wit~· t~e no.rmal play of market forc.es, 'or 
if no competition is present. 
In the event of annulment .of a tender~ng procedure_, tenderers who are still . 
,. 
bound by their tenders shall be·informed ther.eof by the contrac.ting authority. 
. ' 
Tendere·rs shall not be entitled to compensatjon; they shall be entitled to 
the immedi~te reimbursement of any prQvisional deposits or the release of 
dire~tly liabl~ guarantors whose guarantees replace such deposits. 
Article 12 
. Amendment of the contract \ 
Th~ contracting authority may unilaterally modify the initial project in the· ' 
' . 
course of performance of the contract, provided .that it does not change the 
purpose of the contract and that it gives fair compensation where appropri at·e . '. 
in accordanc.~ with Articles 88 and 89. · 1 
i' 
'· 
J 
i 
... 
'~ r 
.. 
' 
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Article 13 
Price of contracts 
The Special Conditions shall indicate whether the contents are: 
- lump-sum contracts; 
-unit price contracts based on bills of quantities; 
- cost plus contracts; 
- composite ·contracts'. 
1. In lump-su~ -contracts, an all-in price shall cover the whole of the works 
and services which are the subject of the contract. The all-in price shall, 
if necessary, be calculated on the basis of the ·breakdown of the total price· 
'defined in Article 4 point 113. · In the latter case an all-.in price shall be l I 
given for each separate element of the itemized br~akdown. The total pri~e 
shalt be calculated by addiAg together the vari,ous all-in pr.ices for all 
such elements. 
Where items are accompanied by quantities, these shall be firm quantitie,s 
drawn up by the contracting authority·.~ The firm quantity shall be the quantity 
for which the contractor has submitted an all-in price, whic~ sha~l be paid to 
him irrespective of the quantity actually carri~d out. 
' If the·contract is modified during performance, the modifications introduced 
shall be evaluated so far as ·the price thereof is' concerned~ in accordance witl:l 
·Articles 88 and 89. 
2. In unit price contrac~; based on bills of q~antities, the works and services 
shall be broken down, on the basis of bills· of qu-antities drawn up by the. 
'cent racting authority, into different. items .and the proposed unit price for 
each item shall be inserted by ~ac~ tenderer. 
·,shall be predet'ermined. · 
The unit price for the contract 
The amounts due ~nder the contract sha(l be calculated by applying the ·said 
unit prices to the quantities actually carried out. 
If the contract is .!llOdi fied during performance, the modifications i nt reduced 
shall be evaluated so far as the price thereof is concernedr in accordance with 
Articles 88 and 89. 
,I 
I 
3. In cost plus contracts, ,the works and services carried out shall ~be paid. 
for aft'er inspection of'. the engineer· on the· basis o'f the r~imbursement of 
actual costs with the addition of profit as defined in the Special Conditions. 
4. In composite contracts, the pric~s shall be fixed by two or more c ·• the methods 
referred to in subparagraph 1, 2 and 3 above, as lai.d down in the Special 
Conditions. 
Arti cte 14 :, " 
Fixing 9f prices· iri provisional price c9ntracts 
'1 .. In the cases provided for in Article 9q>, the contract. shall be concluded: 
(a) on a co~t ~lus basis 'in accordanc~ wi~h Articlj 13, point 4; or 
\b) initially, on the basis of provisi.onal prices and then of agreed prices .. 
\ 
The agreed prices_ shall .be determined not later. than the time at which 
the conditions f~r per~orming the con~ract are known; or 
(c~ partly on a cost plus basis and partly ,on an agreed prices basis .. · 
2 .. The contractor ·shalt be obl-iged t.o supply anY,· information· enab l i-~9 the· 
I • I 
settlement prices to be checked .. I 
.\ 
' 
Article 15 
Computation of time limits 
The time limits referred to in these General Conditions, the Special Conditions 
and the contract documents shall run from the beginning of the day fo~lowing the 
date of the act or deed which serves ~s· the point pf commencement for the said 
time l i r,,-; t. 
Where the time limit is fixed in days, it shall expire at the end of the last 
day of the period· laid down. 
/ 
/ 
. : 
., 
., 
·,. 
:' 
i. 
~ 1:] -
Where the time limit is fixed in month~~ it. shall end on the day having the same 
number as the day on which it beg~n. In the event of the last month of a 
time limit fixed in months not having a day with the same number as the date on 
which it began, the time limit shall expire on the last day of that month. 
If the last day of a time limit falls on a Sunday or a public holiday established 
by law, the. time limi't shall be extended.unti.l the end of th·e next working day. 
I 
. ' 
. ; 
/ 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
. ., 
.. 
.· 
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATION AND PLACING OF CONTRACTS 
Art i c le · 16 . 
Methods of placi.ng 9ontracts 
Contracts shall be awarded on the basis of an in'(itation to tender.. By way of 
exception, they may be awarded by mutual' agreement in the cases provided for in . 
Article 57. 
I. CONTRACTS BASED ON.INVITATION TO TE~DER 
Article 17.' 
., 
Types of invitation .to tender. 
An invitation to tender shall be open pr·restricted. 
Open invitations to tender shall consist· of ·a· public invitation to tender; any 
I 
interested supplier may tender. · 
I 
Restricted invitations to tender us~d in thos~ cases referred to in Article· 19 of 
' 
Protocol No 2 to the Lome Convention shall be open·only to those applicants which 
the contracting authority decides to consult. 
',, 
. Such co~sultation may follow a preselection procedure decided on with particular 
reference to the special nature or the quantity of the works or s·ervices to be 
_carried out, as set out in Article 18 of Protocol No 2 to the Lome .Convent'ion. 
1. Rules in the technical field'· 
Article 18 
Technical specjfications and standards 
'I 
1. The technical specifications and the description of testing, checking, 
acceptance and calculation methods which appear in the documents relating to 
'each contract may be defined by reference to the appropriate standards. In 
" 
,f• 
r, 
,, 
\ . 
l 
. ' 
2. 
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· such a case reference shall be made in t~e following order of priority: 
' 
- the international standards accepted by the ~eneficiary ACP State; 
' ' 
- the national standards pf the beneficiary AC~ State; 
~ any other standard. 
Unless such spedfi cations are justified by the subject of the contract, ·the 
incorporation in the do(:uments relating to each -coptract of:_·technical 
specifications whi~h mention products of_a specific make'or s~urce or a 
particular pro_cess_ and which therefore favour or eliminate certa1n firms shall 
be prohibited. Trade marks, patents or types, <;>r a specific origin or . ' 
production may be, indicated in cases where the contracting authorit~ is unabl~ · 
to give a descrfption of the subject of the contratt using specific~tions which. 
are sufficiently precise and intelligible to the' parties con.cerned. However; 
such particulars shall be give~ ·only for guidance and the tenderer shall have 
' I I 
the opportunity of proposing any similar or equivalent supply •. 
2. Rule~ governing public~ti~n 
Article 19. 
·' ,• 
Notice of invitation to tender ·. 
A contracting authority wishing to place a contract ·by· open tendering procedure 
or by restricted tendering procedure with preselection~shall make known its ·intention 
by means of a notice.· 
1. In an open tendering pro.cedure ~he notice of invitation to tender shall state 
in particular: 
(a) the subject of'the contract, in particular the nature and extent ·Of the 
services to be provided and the genera~ nature of the supplies; if the 
contract is subdivided into several lots: the order of magnitude of the 
different lots and 'the possibility of tendering for one, for several, 
o~ for al!l of the lots; the possibility of submitting variations where 
- 13 ·-
authorized; if the notice concerns an invitation to tender with 
' ' . competit~on which, .in addition to the ·provis~on 'of supplies, also 
·_involves tre preparation of a project, only.the information·needed by 
suppliers to understand the purpose of the 1COntract and to tender 
accordingly; 
Cb) the place of delivery and/or installation of the supplies, the source 
' . 
of financing and the period· of performance; 
·'Cc> the co~tracting authority and, more particularly, the ad~ress of the, 
department awarding the contract; 
(d) the .place where the invitation to .t~nder dossie·r may be inspected and the 
terms on whi eh it may' be acquired;. 
(e) the final date for the· receipt· of tend~rs, the address ~o .whi eh they 
o, 
. 
must be sent and the l~nguage or languages in which they must be drawn up; 
Cf) the period, reckoned from the 'final date for the rece.ipt ·of tenders, 
during which tenderers shall remain bou~d by their tenders; except in 
special cases, this period shall be of two months! duration; 
·' (g) the date, time and place qf the opening of the tenders, together with a 
statement to the effett that· the tenders will be opened in public in 
accordance -with Article 44(1); 
Ch> possibly, an approximate estimate pf the supplies total; ' 
I o 
'. 
'I 
(i) the deposits required by th.e contracting authority upon, _submission of the ·' 
te~der or following notific~tion of acc·eptarice of the cont.ract, and the 
. ' 
amount thereof, possibly as:a'percentage of the contract, for ttJe deposits 
referr'ed to in A~ti cle 70;; .· 
(j) the address of the depart,ments from whi eh .suppliers may obtain any further·· 
I . 
information it would be in. their interest to obtain; 
2. In a restricted tendering procedure with presele~tion, the notice shall state 
in particular: 
,i 
'·' 
'i 
! ,, 
I' 
. 
l 
'· 
' 
i. 
•, 
,. 
\ 
.. 
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. ' 
<a> the information given in paragraph 1Ca>, (b1, (~) and (g)~ 
(b) the terms on which the dossier ~ay be acquired; 
(c) the final date for the receipt of requests to participate, the. address 
to which they must be sent and the language in which they must be written; 
(d) possibly, the final date for the issue of invitations to tender by the 
contracting authority; 
(e) the information to be given in the request to participate, in the form 
of statements and documen.ts concerning the suppli'er's situation and 
the economic and technical conditions which the contracting authority 
requires supplier~ to fulfil in order 'to be·selected; these requireme.nts 
shall be those specified in Article 25 • 
'. 
Article 20 
Publication of notices 
1. In the case of ,an op·en invitation to tender, the notice shall be published· 
in accordance with such. rules as will ensure the widest distribution of 
. ' 
·information. To this end 'it shall be published in the Official Jo~rnal of 
t',. ,, 
the European Communities .and the offic,ial. g'azett~ of·'the ACP State in 
accordance with Article 18~2)(a) of the Protocol No 2 to the Lom6 Co~vention. 
' 
2. In the case of a restricted invitation to tender, if a preselection procedure 
I 
is envisaged, the notice of invitation to tender shall set out the terms of 
~h~ procedure and shall be. published in accordance with paragr~ph 1. 
Article 21 
Invitation to tender 
In a restricted procedure·~ith preselection, the candidates selected in 
accordance with Article 26 shall receive an invitation to tender st~ting in 
particular: 
(a) the information given in Article 19(1)(e), (f) and (g); 
(b) a reference to the notice mentioned in Artic.le 19(2). 
I, 
.. 
.·. 
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Article 15 ,. 
·' 'j 
Time· limit for the submission of tenders 
1. In an open tendering procedure, four months shall elapse between the date of 
publication of the notice of invitaiion to tender and the final date for 
the r~ceipt of tenders. 
Nevertheless, this· per,iod may be reduced or extended. depending on the subject 
of the contract. 
. ' 
2. In a restri~ted tendering procedure, the period between the date of the 
invitation to tender and-the final date fixed fo~ the receipt of tenders shall 
• 
be determined on a case-by-case basis according to the· subject of the contract. 
It may not be less·than three month~. 
I 
3. ·The invitation to tender dossier 
A'rticle 23 
Con_tents of the ·invitation to fender dossier 
The invitation to tender doss-ier shall as a rule contain fhe following: 
the notice of invitat·ion to tender;or the notice of preselection and the 
invitatton to tender; 
\ 
· ~ these General Conditions; 
the Special Conditions, the annexes thereto containing, if necessary, the plans 
and period ~f performance of thri contract, the. procedure for· payment and a 
model tender; 
for a unit price co-ntract: an outline-price schedule and an outline bill of 
quantities; · 
for an overall price contr,act:. an outline breakdown of the overall price; 
- \ 
- possibly by way of information, and without being binding upon the contracting 
authority, a note concerning carriage arrangement~ and charges. 
" 
•' 
'· 
' '"
., ' 
i'' 
. 
·,, 
. ,' 
•·. 
i . 
I' 
'·' 
I 
t. 
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· 4.· Qualitative criteria· for participation 
Article 24 
·sianding and ability required of tenderer~ 
1. Any natural or legal person as ·~efined in Article 5(1) who is able to prove 
that he mee.ts -~he necessary legal, technical and financial requirements may 
participate in invitations to tender within the framework of the _procedures 
laid down for that purpose by these General Conditions. 
' 2; The following natural or ~egal persons shall not be entitled ~o participate 
in an invitation to tend~r: 
(a) ·those who are bankrupt;. 
(b) those who are in a situation of suspension of payment~ established by 
judgment of a court other than bankr~ptcy, and resulting, in accordance 
with their national taws, in the tota( or partial loss of the right to 
~dminister and dispose of their property; 
(c) any against who legal proceedings ~ave been ~nstitut~d involving a 
declaration of suspension of paymen~s and which may res~lt, in-accordance 
with their national laws, in a declaration 'of bankrl!ptcy or' in any other. 
situation entailing the total_or partial loss of the right to administer 
and dispose of'their property; 
(d) any who have been convicted, under a final judgment, of any offence 
affecting their professional conduct; 
1 
(e) any who are guilty of serjous misrepresentation with regard to 
I 
information required for ~articipation 'in an invitation to tender; 
Cf) any whom it has been decided to exclude pursuant to Article 115(2)(e) • 
. I 
... ~ ------------:------.---.-----....,--~-.----:-------------------
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Article 25 
Proof of standing and ability· 
1. In order· to provide proof' of his standing and ability, the tenderer .shall 
supply the following: 
(a) 
(b) 
any document dated les·s than three months previously, drawn up in 
\ 
accordance with the ten.derer's national law certifying that he meets 
the conditions set out in Article 6(1~; 
a declaration certifying that the proposed s~pplies originate in ' 
Member States or ACP States., ~The country of- origin must be i'!di cated~ 
2. The tendere~ shall, if the Speci~l Condi~ions so require, also supply th~· 
following:· 
(a) any document dated less· than three months pre,vious ly, drawn up in 
acdordance ~ith the tenderer's nationa.[ law, certifying that n6ne of 
' . the situations referred to in Article 24(2)(a), (b), (c) ·and (d) applies 
to him; 
Cb) references, balan~e sheets and trading accounts certifying the financia( · 
resources available to him for the performance of the contract; 
Cc) in the case of a company or firm, a copy of its memorandum and articles 
of association or any other'document r~lating to its constitution,: 
together with the credentials of the person authorized.to enter into 
commitments on its behalf; 
.·(d) a statement setting out his technical resources, indicating sup~lies which 
he_ has delivered or"in_ the ex~cution of which ·he has participated; he 
ihall attach to this statement ~ny certificates relating to and assessing 
/ 
h~s activities and, where ~pplicable, certif~cates issued by a q~alifying 
and classifying body approved by the administration of· the Member State 
or ACP Stat~ of whi~h he is a national or in which he has a perma~en~ 
branch; 
(e) a statement indicating the resources he intends to use to fulfil tije ·: 
contract. 
I • 
·,. 
I 
.. 
r 
r ' 
l . 
i 
r .. 
1' 
' ' ' 
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Artic~e-26 
Preselection of candidates 
In a restricted procedure with preselection, the contracting authority shall 
select, on ~he basis of the information given pursuant to Article 19(2)(e), 
the candidates it shall invite to tender. 
s~ Detailed rules for the drawing up of tend~rs 
.Article 27 
Language. 
The tender shaH be drawn up. in the language stipulated in the invitation to tender. 
ArticLe' 28 
Conten~s·of the tender 
• l 
' 
The tender shall contain the following ·documents: 
(a) the documents referred to i'n Article 25(1); 
(b) the documents and information referred to in Article 25(2), if the Special 
Conditions so require; 
(c) a detailed description of the supplies tendered, that is all tbe info~mation 
!"',er.essary to assess the supp l i·es· tendered; 
(d) unless.otherwise stipulated in the Special Conditions, an undertak~ng to 
provide an after-sales repair service and, if necessar)', the details of · 
such service in accordance ~i~h Article 80. For this purpose the tenderer 
,/ 
shall indicate clearl~ in his tender the means which he intends using in 
order to comply with this und~rtaking; 
(e) where appropriate, additional g~arantees as to duration, extent, etc; 
(f) the price tender as such and the procedure for payment pursuant to 
Articles 38 and 97. 
' ' 
-~-......... -·'"""·· .................... --........ -----------------·--·· 
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Article 29 · · 
Signature and number.of copies . 
This tender shall be signed by the tenderer or by his agent. It shall be drawn 
up in a single original bearing the word :"original".· The Special Conditions 
shall state in addition the number.of copieJ 'to be supplies by, the tenderer·. 
Copies shall be signed i~ the·same way a~ the original an~ sball bea~ the word 
"copy". •' . '· 
ArticLe. 30:. 
' .. 
.. Agent.s 
., 
Tenders submitted by agen~~ mus~ state the ·name or names .of the principal. or 
principals on whose behalf they, are actin'g. No ager.rt ·may repr·esent more than one 
'. tend~rer. Agents shall attach to th'e tender the notarial act or deed· which 
empow~rs them to act on behalf of tenderers. Sig~atures to a deed .executed unde~ 
I ' 
.seal.must be authenticated. 
Article 31 
'.' 
Consortia 
' 
:Where the tender is submitted by a consortium, without legal pers'Onality, made 
up of a number of aatural or leg~l persons, it shal( be signed by each of those 
•' per~ons, who shall, unless other~ise specified ,in th• Special ~ondftions, a~cept 
. - ' ' ' .. joint and several liability and appoint one of their number to represent the 
consortium vis-a-vis the· col'ltracting authority.· 
'• I 
'·· 
The· representative or representatives ·of such con~ortium must, i'nsofar as each· 
·is· concerned, provide the prQof required under Arti·cle 25, as if ttiey' were 
themselves the tender.er. ·! 
I· 
I 
.,_ 
J 
,I 
-~~~--·_.----------------------~----------~--
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Article 32 ... 
Alterations and amendments 
Any erasures, interlineations~ additions or amendments, whether in the tender ' 
or in its annexes, which could inflJence the basic terms of ·the contract, such as 
prices, time limits an.d technical conditions, ~halt' be subject to alterations 
approved and ,signed by the tenderer or his agent. 
Article 33 
Calculatio~ of t~e price. 
'1. The tender shall conta'in the unit price,'the amount per article and the total, 
amount of each batch. 
' ,; 
Where the invit·ation to tender'dossier contains a bill of quantities or a 
breakdown of the'overall price with a statement of quantities, the tenderer ,\', 
shall include therein the requisite information, make·the ne~essary arithmeticai' 
calculations, sign the docume~t and attach it to his tender,. in which he shall 
mention the total amount of the. bill· of quantities. 
Save where there is e~press'authorization in the Special Conditions-, the 
quantities set out in the bill of qua.ntities, ~r in the breakdown of the 
·overall price, may.not be alter~d by the tenderer~ reg'ardless'of whether such 
quantitie~ ate firm or ~sta6li~hed. 
2. In order to enable ~tenderers to calculate their prices on ···comparable bases the 
Special Conditions. may provide that tenders· shall be drawn up w-ith reference 
' ' ' . . 
to. a delivery stage other than the final·place of destination. In such. 
case the Special Conditions shall lay down detailed rules for ca.lculating 
tenders without prefudice to the reimbursement of the contractor for car,riage 
~:<.9er-.srs not included ·in his tender .• 
Article 34 
.Accuracy of unit prices 
Unit prices must be determined in such ·a way as to correspond to the relative 
! 
value of each item in relation to the· total amount of the tender. They mu5t in 
particular ~0t be of such a nature as to distort the comparison of tenders or to 
result in the pJyment cf instalments on account wnich are ctcarl~ (~sprop~rtionate 
to the normal value of the serv1:es rendered. 
'I 
. ,· 
' .\ 
I • 
...... ,_ .... ~ . ... .. 
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·Article 35 
Checking of prices 
1. ·The contracting authority may, if the Special Conditions so provide, request 
the tenderers to provide all informat~on enablfng the prices tende~ed to b~ · 
assessed. 
' ' 
2. Whatever information is prov~ded, it shall not result in a variation. Qf th~ 
prices tendered, save in the event· of material errors dr mistakes in calculation 
.. , 
pursuant to Article 47(2). '· 
I ' I·, 
'' \ ' . 
Article 36 · 
. Taxat'ion · . I 
The tenderer shall, when calculating his tender, exclude stamp duty and 
registrati~n duty on cont~a~ts. 
~n the import into or manufacture 
. those. referr'd to'in Article 
Customs duty,. entry' duties and. in'direct charges, 
of the supp.lies in the ACP ·_country shall be 
of Decision No of the ACP-rEEC 
'., 
C?uncil of on the'tax and c~st~ms arrang~men~s applicable· in· 
the ACP State~· to contracts .financed by. t'he Commul'\ity. 
Article 37· 
' • I 
Wording o~ tenders 
\ 
1'. Tenders shall be express~d either iA th~_currency of. the recipient ACP State, 
in European units of account~ in the currency of th~ Member State or ACP State 
of which ~he terid~rer is a national o~ .in which he has his registered:piace of' 
business, or in the currency·~-( the country in whic~ the, supplies are.produced. 
' . . 
·' 
·2. The total amount of the te~d~~ and.th~ unit~prices in the price schedul• shall 
Le written out in full. T~e sam~ applies to the overall amount ·of e~ch item 
of the ·bill of quantities i.f the~Speci.al Conditions so require. 
- . '.I 
'' 
,. 
\ ' 
I 
•, 
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Where a price is stated in·-figures and in .words and there is· a' discrepancy 
, I 
between the two, the price exp'ressed in words' shall be authentic. 
Article 38 
Currency of payment 
I 
· ,1. The currency of payment shall be that· in w~ich th-e tender is expressed. 
2. When the tender is expressed in,European units of account, payments relating· 
to the debt shall be·made where N~l~vant, jn tbe currency-~f the Member State. 
or ACP State laid do~~ in the :contract, on the basis' of the equivalent value· 
of the EUA the day precedi,ng payment. 
3. Where payment is·made ·in a 'currency .ot~er than that of the_ recipient ACP State·. 
,I - - • • • • • • • , , • • ).. ' 
or. other ttian that of the state in which the·contractor has his registered 
-p tace of. business, it must be deposited. in a bank or with an approved ~gent 
• ' . I 
in the -country in which .t'he contracto.r 'has his regis\ered place .of business. 
l ,1, 
Article 39 
' I 
Temporary resi.dence permit 
for t~~ purpose of carrying out st~dies in-preparation- for the drawing u~ of 
., 
tenders, the ACP-State shall grant a temporary residence permit to any person 
pa~ticipating in a~ invita~ion to tender, ~r t~-h~s agent. :This pe~mit sharl 
expire at the end of a per_iod o~ one m~nth following the publication of the: 
name of the successful 'tenderer by :the contracting authority in accordance· with 
. customary practice in the ACP State. 
Article 40 
Right of transfer 
Subject to observance of the proced~res adopted pursuant to the beneficiary 
ACP Stat~~~ exchange regulations, the contrac~or shall be entitled to transfer 
sums due to him directly or ind,irectly in connection with 'performance of the 
contract~ 
/ 
I 
: I f 
. \ -
. \ 
·-.;).i-
I. 
' \ 
Thct timing end amount of the tre,ns'fer requ,st or requests shal.L be ·at the 
contractor's discretion~ 
-Tr'ansfers shall be ··made in the currency of the Member State·,,' ACP ~~~:· ~te I ' of wh1ch 
the contractor is ·a national ~r in which h'e· has his registered pla'ce of business, 
~t the rate of exchange in· force in, the beneficiary ACP Stat~ on·th~- day the 
·transfer is made; as fixed by_.the CentraLBank of that State. I • 
,. \ 
7. Submiss.ion and opening of tender~· 
Art,icle 41. · · 
' I S'ubmissio~ of tenders 
. Thf tender, the annexes ~o·~t· sti~ula~ed in th~ Special Conditions .and the 
support.ing ·documents referred to in Article ·28 shall 'be placed in a sealed 
r • , ' . . 
envelope bearing the address indicated in t~e notice of invitation to tender or 
in the invitation to tender, the ~e~ere~ce to ~h~'notice of invitation to iender 
. ' 
in ~epty to which the tender· is b~ing submitted, where ap~roprtate the numbers 
of the Lots tendered for and· the following words: "not 'to be opened before ;the 
'meeting for the opening of tenders", written in ·the language of the invitat,ion 
to tender dossier~ _ I ~ ' 
I ' 
' \ 
In the case of a restricted invitation to tender with preselection,·however, 
the supporting documents referredto 'in.·Article 25 shall not be required unless 
·o~herwise s~ipulated .in the Special Conditions. 
, . . . I 
·. Envelopes containing tenders must be .. sent by post or submitted by any other· means. 
The tenderer may request. advice of deliver~. 
. . . . ' . 
On .receipt, the envelopes, which must not. bear any. reference to the tendere·r~ 
shall be entered in a special register in 'the orde~ in which they arrive. 1 The 
regist'ration litJmber 'and .th~ date and'· time. of ~rrival sHall be recorded on the 
- . . 
·envelope. ' ' Enve.lopes must 'remain. sea(ed until they are· opened under the conditions 
'I 
set out in Article 44. 
''I 
. ·. 
'I 
1,, 
• I 
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., 
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Ardcle 42 
Withdra"'!als,· additions 'and amendments 
;:: 
, Any tender may be supplemented o·r amended prior to 'th'e fin
1
al date_:- "fixed for. the · 
receipt of tenders. 
,. '. 
Any tender may pe withdr~wn pr1o_r 'tQ the fina"t date fixed .in -the notice of 
invitation to tender for the openi-ng of tenders. 
·- . 
Withdrawals, additions or amendments s'hall be stated in writing and signed by 
the tenderer or his agent. 
.• 
\.·· 
On pain of rendering the ten_der null and' vo,iq, amendments and additions must \ 
! • I I ,' 
indicate precisely the purpose .. and' the extent of the des~red change. ,I 
~ ·.' ' 
I Withdr<noJal must be unconditional. I . , .. 
·The ~rovisions of Articles 32 a_nd 4'1 relating ·to tenders sha~l be ... e~pn[,icable.to -
' 
withdrav.:als, additions or amendments. Withdrawals. may ho;.Je,ver be not'ified by 
telegr;:;;,, or telex; .in: such ca-~e~ 't:he./ must be ~onfirmed forthwith by regi~tered 
letter. 
1/ 
If a tenderer who has withdrawn' his ·tender submits a fresh onn in the prope.r 
' .. 
· · manner;' he may· refer. therein to the documents attached· to the first tender wh·i eh 
\ 
he intends to·use in support: of the second: ~ ~ 
Article 43 ·' I •· 
. ,. 
Period during whi eh tenders ·are binding · 
. I 
· · Tend~ re rs shall be bound by their· tenders, _where necessary corrected by the 
Committee responsible for the . .examination of·tend~~s in acco~dance with 
.-
ArticLe 47(2), during the period laid down 'in the notice of invitation to tender 
or in the invitation to .tender. 
If, during' this period, the con~racti~ a~;~thority considers that .it is not in a 
position to make a choice, -it may propose by registered le:tter that 'the period · 
' 
' 
'. 
' ' 
. •, 
... 
be extende~~ Only tenderers who have conveyed their agreement to the contracting 
authority by registered letter shall remain-bound during this additional period. 
.. 
• I 
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Article 44 
Opening of· tender.s 
, 
1. The envelopes tontaining the tende~s, w~thdra~als, amendments or ~dditions 
2. 
shall be opened in public at the place, on the'date and al ~he time'fixed in 
the notice of invitation to tender, by a Committee whose co1upo$ition shat l be 
determined 'by. the ACP State •. 
·only those envelope; which have been received in accordance with. the conditioni 
specified in Articles 41 and 42 not _.later than' ·final date fixed for the receipt 
of t1enders can be ta.ken into consideration, withou·t.prejudic.e to the provisi~ns­
of paragraph 2.' 
Minutes of the envelope-opening operations shall be drawn up, giving .details of: ., · .. ,. 
- the number and condition of the envelopes 'received; 
.-·the identit~ of t~e tenderers; 'I i 
- the documents contained in the' envelopes; 
the amounts of the tenders; 
-any amendments o~ withdrawals of tenders; ,. 
- any declarations by the ~~nderers. 
Th~ f1inutes shall be signed by the Chairman, who shall also endorse the documents 
' contained in the envelopes and number"them ccinsecutively. These Minutes; 
which shall be publi~, shall be communi~ated ~6 ~ny te~de~er who. so requests. 
The Chairman of the Committee shall then read aloud·the names of' the 
I' ' 
tenderers, the am~unts of the tenders, price.c~anges and withdrawals. After 
this announcement the Committe~ sh~ll continue its work in camera. · 
Envelopes arriving aft~r the final;~ate fixed for ihe·receipt of tenders shall 
b~ taken into consideration only if they reach the Ch~irman of the Committee 
respcnsible for'the ~xaminati~n of t~nders before he declares the meeting 
open. 
If possible, envelopes which arrive· late· shall be entered in the register by 
'the Committee in accordance with ~rticle 41. · ' 
','• 
.. 
.r 
\, 
•. 
----- ---------- .. -·--·---------
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Article 45 
tnvalidity of tenders 
Without _prejudice to the invalid~t>.' of an·y tender the provisions of which conflict 
with the essential requirements of thes~ General Cpnditions~ in rnrticula~ those 1 
set out 1n Article .. 32, the Committee may consider tend~H'>' which do not conform .to 
. . 
the p~ovi sions of· Articles 24 'to 38, ,41 and ,42 ahd 53 to 55, whi eh' express · . · 
reservations ·or which are obviously ·unrealistic,· to be irregu'lar·anq, hence, ·. 
'. . 
null and void. 
·Article 46 1 
'I . '' 
Comparison of tenders / 
If tenders received are expressed in different cu~rericies they shall be converted,_· 
.·. 
'• :\ 
. for the purpose of comparison, into the national currency on the· basis .of the rates, " 
of• exchang~ between the qiff~r~nt currencies and the EUA in force on the first 
/ 
' . 
working day of the month pre.ceding the month in· which the date fixed for the·. ,. 
opening of tenders occurs, as·published.for.this purpose in the Official Journal 
of the European Communities. 
. ' 
.. .. 
Art'; c le 47 
' l-Jork of the Committee resppnsible 'fo.r the examination of tenders 
Before classifying the tenders, the Committee shall eliminate candidates not 
quf\lified to tender ·or.who'se qualifications ·are judged inadequate, in· 
accordance with· the provisions of Articles 24 and.25. 
' ' . 
The Committee's reasons for acceptance or rejection· or for a declaration 'that a 
tender is null and void shalt be set .out in the minutes provided for jn 
Article 48(2). 
'' 
2. The Committee shall then check the results of the-arithmetical calculatioris 
contained in the tenders. It shall correct obvious errors or mistak~s in 
,calculation and, in case of doubt, ask the tender~r by'-registered letter to 
I 
give further details of his tender. 
The contracting authority shall not.be held liable~ should errors escape 
notice. 
'!. 
'· 
. I 
', 
·, 
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Article SO 
Letter of contra~t 
The letter of contract shall be 'the reg·istered letter with advice of deliver:y 
referred to in Article 49C1)(b) in which the contracting authority accepts the 
tender of th~ selected supplier. 
Article 51 
'' ' 
Contents of the letter of contract 
I; 
The letter of contract shall include in particular: 
- a list of the documents relating to the contract, together with· their 
references, and . in particular. the General Conditions, the Special 'conditions 
and 'its aone·xes, the tender, the pri_ce schedule an~ the bill 'of quantities or 
the breakdowri of the overall price; 
-·any de rogations from these do~u~·ents by the contract; 
~ the 3mount .of the contract; 
-'the deci3ions taken by the contracting authority pursua~t to Article 47C2>; 
if necessary tbe appointm~nt of the' engineer, his powers regar.ding the 
pe,rf~rmance of the .contract and o{ the supe'r~isor to whom he is responsible; 
' ' 
- all particulars necessary for determining the obligations arising from t~e 
I 
contract other than those ~ppearing in the documents referred to in the first 
indent Hereof. 
Article 52 
Order of precedence of the documents relating to the contract 
' I 
·The order of precedence of the do~u~ents relating to the contra~t which ·are listed 
'i'n the letter of contract shall 'be estab'tished.by the Special Condit.ions. 
I. 
. --a, 
., 
·, 
' ' 
~ . 
9. 
1. 
--- ----
--- ' ' 
I. 
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Special cases 
Article 53 
/' 
Grouping,.into lots 
'Should it -be decided to divide up an .invitation to tender for economic and 
technical reasons, account· shall be taken of the advantage of grouping the 
- -
supp_l ies into homogeneous l.ots which are as large as possible. -~ 
The Special Conditions shall stipulate t'he number of lots and the nature or .. · 
size of each lot. 
Unless. otherwise provided in the SpeC'ial Condition·s, the. t~nderer may submit 
a tender for each lot, s'everal lots or ·all the lots. 
Each lot shall be the st,.~bject of- orie tender. 
However, the tenderer rnay submit .a tender ·relating to several lots, prov-ided' 
. . 
, · tliat he tenders therein for e~ch lot· separa-tely. This condition need not be 
observed, however, if th• lots are· id~ntic~l. 
Unless the Special' C~nditions prescribe otherwi-se, the tenderer may supplement 
I 1' ; • 
his tenders by referring to'the overall-rebate he would grant in the event of. 
~ • I • • r 
amalg<:~mation of certain ·lots for which he has submi.tted individual tenders.· 
However, the Special Conditions· may lay ;down that lots apportioned· to the same 
. -
tenderer, even if they d~ffe~, shall fdrm a single 'contract, the period of 
performance of which it shall specify._ 
3. Whe:'c 5upplies lots are apporti'on'ed. to different ·contractors, the Special. 
conditiorys:may provide that. the_ ~ontractprs shal_l designate one of t'heii-
, number to act as jo~nf' agent 'to en$ure. c~ordination· i.n providing the supp-lies 
in qlle st ion. 
' , I 
' . 
\ ' 
I 
-~ ' 
C'GI 
-.,. 
. ·. 
·-, 
' 
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.variations 
,. 
If the Special Conditions have made provision·for the submissio'n of variant 
solutions, they must specify the subje.ct, 'limits and basic conditions thereof; 
I 
the submission of vari,ations does ·not· as a r1.1le.'imply t~at the tendt~rcr mu~it 
; ' 
alSO SUbmit a tender based Strictly on the'tender dossier tH.i:?SS otherwise 
prov~ded in 'the Special Conditions. ··'' .-
Variant solutions may not derogate from th·e requi~~,ments of the General Conditions!' 
Tenders for the administrative··solution and for the variant 'solutions shall 
' ' belong to a single classj. the contract shall be award~d to the ·tender which is 
e.conom.ically the most advantageous .• 
The submission. of any variant solution must compri~e: 
.• ' 
; ('a) for unit price contracts: . 
- a!'l individual 'tender for the variation; ~ 
- the draft of the amen~ments ~o the Sp~cia~ Conditions .necessitated by the 
va~iation submitted1by the tenderer; 
I 
the price schedule. as modified by ~he variation; 
-the bill of qua~iit~es as· modified by the variation; ~ 
- a technical n·ote on the conception of the ~ar'iation.' 
(b) for overall price contracts:· \ . 
. ' 
an individual tender for the variation; 
\ 
-the draft of the amendments to.the Special ·Conditions necessitated by the 
variation submitted.by the tenderer,· 
the breakdown of the overall' price, 
- a·technical note on the conception of the variaiion. 
' j 
'· 
Art i c L'e 55 ·' · 
\Invitation ~o tender with competition 
1. The invitation to ~ender may take 'the form of a competition. 
2. A competition procedure shall be adopted· where special investigations are 
justified for technical, asethetic or financial reasons. 
. ' 
'• t 
. ' 
'• 
' . 
. , 
~· 
'· 
-.-
< 
3 •. The competition shalL take pla~e on tl'le,basis of a schedule drawn up ,by 
I 
the contracting authority •. /, 
4. The competition shall be for the Rreparation of a project and its execution. 
5. The Committee responsible for the examination of tend~rs shall be· called 
. ' 
'the board'·. The coiJIPosition of this board shall be laid down in the 
competition schedule. ,~ · 
·6. The award of the contract shall be decided by the contrra~ting ·authority after 
receiving the opinion of the board. I .. 
. The sc~edule may· make provision" for a .Pr,ize to be awarded ,·for the best-placed 
proposals after the one adopted 'for execution. Su~h prizes sh'all be specified 
by the schepule and awarded to the originators of the·said proposals in 
accordance with the order established by the board. Prizes .may be ,withheld 
·if the proposals are not1 judged'.sati~factory. 
7. The schedule shall establish precisely th~ respective rights of the contracting· 
authority and the competitors to the ownership and use of the proposals • 
' . 8. .The notice of invitation to tende'r with competition and the· compilation· of 
. ' 
; the dossier must comply ·with th' provisions of Articles '20:, 21 and 24 • 
. 9. ·The preparation of tenders, the procedure· for the examination, their 
c lassi fi cation and· the noti.fi cation of acceptance of the· proposals adopted 
·s,all' comply with t~e corresponding provi_sions relating to invitations to 
tender without competitio~, save where the schedul~ 'provides otherwise • 
. 
II. Mutual agreement contracts· 
Article 56 
Definition .and characteristiCS· of mutUal agreement contracts . 
1. A conttact shall 'be termed a mutua·l agreement contract where the ~ontracting. 
authority enters freely into such discussions as it may consid'er useful .and 
awards the contract to the supplier which it has· accepted. 
• '. 
·, 
·'· 
I 
, 
... 
\ 
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2. The cont r·a et i ng authority shall· be bound to ar~ange a competition, as far 
as pos_sib le and by all. appropriate· 'means, for' suppliers capC~~ble ·of ·providing 
the supRlies·which are the subject of'such contract. 
I > 
3.· The contracting authority shalJ-be bound to apply the provisions of Article 1 18~ 
4. Articles 50 and 51 ·shall apply. 
Article 57 
Agreement contracts 
' 
Mutual. agreement contracts may be. negoti.ated: 
1. Where the minor importance of t~e subject of the contract does not warrant 
. recourse to the normal ·procedure of prior competition; 
/ 
' 2. In the absence of tenders, 'or ·in the· ev.ent of irregul'ar tenders being 
submitt~d following the adoption of an invitation to tender procedure, or 
• I 
if the t~nders sub~itted are unacceptable, in so far· a~ the terms of the 
original contract are not s~bsiantially alt~red; 
3: For supplies, the provision of which is reserved for 'person~ holding patents ·' 
or licences for invent i'ons, .. improv~ments ·or importation in respect' of those 
works, or for w~rks w,hich can only' be obtained from a single supplier; 
4. For supplies the provi~ion of which ~ay, for reasons of tech~ical necessity 
'or substantial prior investment, ~e entr.usted to one specific supplier onty; 
·5~ 'Where 'th~ supplies 6nly tak~ the' for~:of·research, tests, studies or 
. . I 
irr.provements; . 
( 
·6.· .For supplies where, in cases of emergency, an invitation to'tender proced.ure 
wouLd take too lon9; 
?.· Where the prices s~bmitted are not governed by the normal play of market 
forc:?s; 
' 
·' 
' ' 
; 
:' 
I f.' 
i· 
I • 
' 
/ 
., 
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I 
.B., For additional supplies ·contracts wtli eh cannot, for technical and 
economic reasons, be separated·from the prin'cipal.contract or the co$t .of 
whi eh does not exceed 2~ af .t'hat contract; . 
9. For supply contract~ in which, pursuant'to Article 13, the prices can be 
~etermined onl~ provisionally. 
·. ' 
. •' 
r-
i . 
.. ' 
·,.. 
. .. 
' 
. •, 
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CHAPTER III 
.APPLICABLE LAW AND SETTLEMENT OF Dr'SPUTES 
Article 58 
Law applicab'Le to the·contract 
The .state the law of whi eh shall' govern the cpntract and in accordance' with whi'ch 
the contract is to be construed shall be laid down in the Special Conditions. 
•, 
. 
Article 59 
Amicable settlement of disputes 
\ 
No dispute arising either between the cont rac.ting authority and a tenderer in 
·connection with the procedure for the placing ·of a contract or between the 
, • I, 
contracting authority and the contractor resutt~ng from the interpretatibn or 
perfor~ance of a contract shall.be referred t6 arbi~ration unless an attempt has. 
first been made to'settle ~he dispute amicably. 
Wher~ the complainant is the contractor or a tenderer, the attempt to reach an 
' ' . 
amicable settlement shall be conducted before the various administrative authori .. es 
res~onsible if the national law applicable makes provision for the possibility of 
review by non-contentious ~dmin4st~ative procedure. If national law does not 
·provide for such poss.ibllity, the· attempt to reach an amicable settlement shall 
be initiated by notification of the complaints to the'enginee~ in the·case of a 
dispute concerning the interpretation or performa~c~ of a contract, or to the 
' 
·contra.cting authori.ty in the case of a dispute concerning the procedure for the 
award of a contract. 
Where the complainant is the contracting' authority, the attempt to reach an 
a~icable settlement shall in all cases involve a·procedure under which complaints 
are notified to the opposirig party (the contractor or tenderer). 
The amicable settlement stage shall be deemed to be at an end if rio final decision 
\ 
has been taken within a·period 6f four months from the date of the application f6r 
a review or of the notification of the complaints_.· 
I . 
·) 
.' 
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·Article 60 
Arbitration 
'·' 
lf the procedures laid down in Ar~icle 59 have been exhausted and the attempt to.' . 
reach an amicab.le settlement has .failed, the di~Ute shall be settled by 
arbitration in accordance with the rules of arbitration,adopted by the ACP-EEC 
c·ounci l of Ministers, as ~aid down in Article 23 of Protocol No 2 'to the Lome 
Convention • 
. A request for settlement of a dispute must, on pain of -being time-barred, be 
.. submitted to the Arbitration Board within :60 days of the date of recei,pt ·of the· 
f '/ I 
decision closing the phase ,of ami cable sett lemerit provided for in Art i'cle 59, 
or within 60 days from the expiry ,of ~term of four months provided for in the 
last paragraph of Article 59. 
The parties to a dispute arising in connection with the award or performance 
. of cnnt r.:.cts concluded prior to the entry into force of these. ~eneral Conditions 
. - ' 
may also .agree to submit such dispute. to the arbitration procedure refer-red to 
I . 
in the two preceding sub-paragraphs. 
I , 
I ' 
'. 
• I 
I 
I 
.• 
TITLE II 
CONTRACTUAL, ADMINISTRAT!VE AND TECHNICAL PROVISIONS 
I. Preliminary provisions. 
Article 61 
Administrative orders 
.. · 
Administrative orders must be in writing. 
entered in a register. 
They shall be ~ated~ numbered and 
The cc>ntractor shall' comply on all' points with administrative o'rders drawn up 
. . ' 
I. 
by the supervisor,· the engine~r or his r~presentative. 
''·'f-f're the contractor considers that the requirements of. an administrative order 
go b.:•y'Jnd the obligations under the contract, he mus't, on pain of being time-barred,. 
submit notice thereof in writing to the engineer:within 1~ days. Execution 6f 
the administrative order shal~ not be suspended' because of the ·objecti<;m. 
Article 62 \ 
The engineer ' -, 
The engineer may be appointed by the supervisor in the letter not.ifying the 
- contractor of the award of the contract, save where such appointment already appears 
in the invitation to tender dossier. 
J 
This letter· of contract shall also state the powers of the engineer in a'ccordance · 
'with Article 51. 
ln· ca::.e:: where it is unnecessary· to appoint' an eng.ineer, the powers ·of the l~tter 
conf~~~~d ~~ these General Conditions shall be exercised by the supervisor. 
- \ 
• j 
~ 
I 
.. ' 
I 
·~ 
I• 
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\ 
Article 63 · 
The engineer's representative 
' ' 
The engineer's representative(s) res~onsible for supervising performance of 
the contract sh.all be made known, if necessary, by ·the engineer to th~ contractor ... 
by administrative order. If the engineer delegates to.his representative(s) 
some of his powers for directing performance of the contract he shall inform the 
.. . ' .. 
contractor in an administrative order of the powers thus del~gated • 
. Article 64 
. Free acce$S to the place of manufac'ture 
The contractor shall ensure that ihe engineer or hi~ representative(s) has or 
have free access to the place .where the supplies which are the .subject of the 
contrQct are executed, and shall·provid~ them with.any information that they may 
require. In the performance of their duties, ~he engineer or his representative(s) 
. shall be subject to the obligations laid down in the last paragraph of Article 84., · 
,_ 
· · Article 65 
Address' for service of the. contractor 
All notifications concerning the contract shall be se.nt. to the address which· the 
;. 
contractor specifies· for this purpose in his tende.r. 
· · If the contractor leaves this address· without notifying the contracting authority 
thereof ... a l t notifications concerning the cont rac.t ·shall be vat id when they are 
. , 
sent to the address specified for'this purpose in the Special Conditions. 
F~rthermore, the Special Conditions may require the contractor to select within·· 
a ·f_ixed period an add,ress for 1 'service or designate·a representative at a place 
s~ecified for this purpose •. 
. 
Should the contractor fail to futfi l this obligation within the period provided,· 
all notifications concerning the contract shall be valid when they are sent to 
the address ·specified in the Special Conditions. 
/ 
,. 
i : ' ' 
I: 
.. 
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.' · Art 1 c le 66 
Assignment,.sub-contracting and sub-ordering 
1 •. An .assignment shall be an agreement by which 'th~ contractor transfers his 
contract to a third party. 
A sub-contract shall be an agreement by which the contractor entrusts 
performance of a part of his contract to a third party. 
A sub-order shall be an order made to a third party by the contractor or by 
that .third party himsel'f to another third party, with a· view. either to the' 
. . 
manufacture of intermed~ate it~ms or materials to ·be incorporated in the . 
works carried out or to the performance of certain operations affecting the 
carrying out of such works • 
... , 
. 2. The contractor may not assign the cont·ract without the expr~ss authorization · 
of the cont~acting authority. I" 
Sub-contracts may be placed freely subject to hotification by the. contractor 
. . 
to the St!pervisor of the 'supplies sub-contracted and the identity of the 
,. 
sub-contra~tor(s). Such notification shall be made by'registered letter with 
a'dvice of.· delivery·. The contracting·auth'ori'ty may exercise its right to 
. withdraw'within ~5 days of the·date of the advice of delivery. 
Assignees or sub-contractor~ must meet the conditions ~et 1out in Article 6(1). · 
Sub-orders may be placed freely in accordanc~·~ith the provisioMs of Article 56 
of the Lom~ Convention. Nevertheless, the S~ecial Conditio~s may stipulat~ 
·that the prior autho~ization of the contracting authority is required in 'respect 
of certain sub-orders. 
I ' 
•'. 
3. The contracting authorit~ shall· acknow~edge no legal connection with the 
sub-contractors-and persons with shorn sub-orders are placed. The· latter may 
not claim· settlement from the contracting ·authority in respect of supplies 
. . ' 
.which they would have provided, unless otherwise provided in the Special ~ 
Conditions·. 
The engineer may avail himself of the rights laid down in Article 84 with 
regard to services carried out or provided by sub-contractors or persons with 
whom sub-orders are placed. 
, ' 'I 
/ 
•.·, 
I, 
! 
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If, without 'being authori~ed to do so, ttut contra"ot has usign~ his 
contract; ooncludea a sub-contract or placed a sub-order. for which 1 
authorization was necessarY., the contracting authority may, ~ithout giving 
formal notice thereof, supply as of right the measures provided for i·n 
Article 115 point 2.~ 
.•. 
Article 67· 
I' 
Documents and items to be suppl:ied to the contract-or 
1. Within 15 days after notification' of acceptance of the contract has been 
given, the supervisor shall provide the contractor, free of charge, wit.h a 
checked and, where necessary, corrected copy .of the tender, t·he Special 
Conditions and the annexes thereto. 
At the request of. the contractor, the supe-rvi·sor shall forwa·rd to him free of 
~ 
charge and postage paid· an additional copy of the documents referred to in 
the precedi119 sub-paragraph, 'together with, if necessary, a complete se.t of 
cn;Ji~s of the plans drawn up bY. the said supervisor· for the'pe.rf.ormance· of 
the contract. The. supervisor shall be responsible fo1r ensuring that such 
copies are in· confqrmity with 'the orig;nals. · 
I. 
' I I .. ~ 
:2. The Special' Conditions' shall'indicate the additiona'l documents and. :items which· 
muy be placed at the disposal of the contractor at 1his request, in order t.Q 
faci f. it ate his work. 
Upon expiry of a period of 15 days following the provision of t.hese .documents 
'and items, the contractor shalt be dee~d to .have che.cked 'that they conf-orm 
' . 
i·Jith those which se.rved as the basis for th~ :imtit:ation to -:render antf .which 
-
are retained by the supervisor f.nr the purposes of acceptan.ce of t.he works .• 
I I 
lhe Special Conditions shall specify the dat~ and .conditions fo.r tbe -ret.urn 
of these c:ocuments and items. 
3u The c0,nt ractor may pu'r·chase additional copies \t:>f these plans, ~ments and 
items, insofar as they .are 'avai.l.abte. 
4. The supervisor may .not hand .ov-er these plans, documents and items p.rio.'r to 
the establishment of the deposit or the commitment .af the dire-ctly liable.· 
guarantor provided for i.n Arti.cl-e 7'0. 
. . 
'' 
'' 
.. 
. ' 
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·Article 68 
Documents to be suppl.ied by the contractor 
The Special Conditions shall, if necessary, specify the documents to ,be provided 
by the contractor. 
II. Guarantees of contract 
. . . 
Article 69 
Provisional depos.it or guarantee 
, The Speci~l Conditions may stipulate, where appropriate, that tenderers establish 
( 
a provisional deposit as an earnest of the.ir tenders by the commitment of .a directly· 
liable guarantor or, if they so wish; by the establishment of a provisional deposit. 
I , 
ihe ~mount of this guarantee may not exceed 1% of the estimated amount·of the 
contract. The conditions··governing the establi.shment and reimbursement of.the 
I 
deposi·:: Oi'·the persons empowered·to.act as di.rectly'liable guarantors 'shall be as 
stipula~ed in Article 70(2) • 
. Provisional· deposits shall be returned or the guarantors whose guarantees 'replace 
such deposits released as soon as the contractor i~ designated.: As regards t~e 
succ€ssful tenderer, ho~ever·, 'the return of the provisional deposit or the re lease 
of the guarantor shall take place only·whe~ the final deposit has been estab(ished; 
,the provi~ional deposit may serve as a contribution tg~ards the final deposit~ 
I 
Article 70 
Gu~ra~tees of contract by meani of·a dep?sit or a directli li,ble 
guarantor .. 
1~ Untess the Special Conditions provide otherwise, the contractor shall be .. 
I .- . ' 
·• 
obliged to establisn a final deposit or, jf he ·so wishes, provide a dire·ctly 
liable .guarantor to guarantee recovery of the sums which he owes under the 
·contract. 
I ' 
,. 
- 4?. -
The amount of tfre final. deposit oi the cOIIII'ritment of the directly liable g.uar·antor · 
may not exc-eeR:f ~ o.t t~ orf;inal. ~ of tts. c:ontr-act, fncrnaed wher-e 
appropri a'te by the a.mourrt giYen in the riders -where the contr-act does not p;r-ovide 
for a maintenance- period. Where ~fre contr-act p;r-cvicles for a maintenance- pe-riod, 
the amount of tfre final de:posit ar t~ cOIIIUJitment of tile. dir-ectly l'i:abte guaranto-r · 
may not exceed 10%, unless otherwise pr-ovided in the Special Conditions; however, 
under no circumstances· may it exceed 20%.. N:ithin the above tim.its, and in 
accordance with the pr-ovisions of the Special Conditions, the final deposit or-
the commitment- of the directly liable ·guar-antor 'may be es'tab~ish.ed progressive·Ly 
' 
as the contr-act is perlcnrred .. 
2.- The final deposit shall be established in· t~ currency fn ~bich·the contr"act is 
expressedw It shall be paid in accordance with national ~tations and shall 
be· reimbursed in the same currency.. However-; ~trere tl:le' cont'rac:t is .established. 
', 1n EUA, the final dep.ostt sf:raL l be established in the nationa.t' currency of e:c;Uival.ent 
value to the corresponding: afiiOUn't irr EfJA on th.e basis of the e<Xcbange r-ate-s defined 
' ' 
in Article 46. It shalt be refllfbursed, if necessary;,. in 'the cur-~cy at the· 
country of which ~he contractor is a national or in whicn he has his registered 
· ptac~ of business at the exchange· ~ate refe~r~ to above. 
1he directly Liable guarantor shall be any body under pUblic or private law. 
, t estab U shed in an ACP' State a~ a. l'tember- State o~ .p.ossfbly in a third. country' in 
the cases provided f~r in ArticLe '56C3l,of tne tome COnVentiOn which is aate to. 
provide such a guarantee 0£" is ernpower:-ed tG dti SO.'by the, au:tfl;orities una~r whose 
control it operates. ' .. 
3.. Save where there are special''pr-avisJons in the S~c.iat Conditions, tfre 
~· : est~btishment·of the ffnat depos1t or the ~ommit~ of the directt~ liable 
I . 
' 
guarantor must take place witMn one ~J~~~Dnth' of' the .c:fate o.f notification of acuptance- · .. , 
of ·the contract. 
1 No poyment may be made in favour of ·the contract~ prior 'to the establishment" ·ot 
' I' 
! ' I' 
the final deposit· or tile c.cmuritment: of tn.·afrectty liable guarantor-. 
I 
·~··~·--------------------------------~~~------~--------------------~--------_.~-
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4. Advances·~ranted pursuani to Article 92 and ce~tain interim payments referred 
to in Article 94'shall be guararteed up to their full amount b~ the commitment 
of an individual directly liable guar·antor appr'oved in accordance with 
paragraph 2 above. 
Article 71 
Failure to establish a ·final deposit or· to provide a dire~tly 
.. liable guarantor · 
·If the contractor 'fails to produce proof of. the establishment of tne fina.l deposit 
or tbe commitment of the directly liable guarantor within the period laid down in 
Article 70(3), the contracting • authority shall be entit le.d to apply. as of. right 
the·measure$ provided for in Article 115, point 2. 
Before applying these measures, the supervisor shall send the contractor a 
registered letter with advi·ce of delivery giving fo_rmal noti·ce regarding the 
establishment of the final deposit or the. commitment of ~he directly_ liable guarantor. 
Such formal notice shall set a new time limit-which may not be less than fifteen 
' . 
c~lend~r days and which shall take effect from the date of· the advice of delivery • 
1. 
. ' 
Article 72 
Right of the contracting authority over the deposit or directly 
liable guarantor 
I The contracting auihority·reserves t~e right to require payment from the 
:~eposit of ~ll sums which the contractor owes·under the contract;'in accbrdance 
with the national law.·· 
The deposit ··shall be maintained .so as to meet the 'obligations of the -contractor, 
until the contract has been perfdrmed in full. 
Should a deposit guaranteeing performance of the contract cease to be 
established in full and should·the contractor fail to make good· the· deficit, 
a deduction ~qual to the ~mount of ~he latt~r may be made from futur~ payments 
and used to re-establish the deposit. 
I. 
I , 
' ' 
\ 
\. 
I 
'' 
i: 
'' 
\ 
I , 
i 
i 
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2. The directly liable gu~rantor shall pay off the sums due from the ·contractor 
under the contract, in accordance with the national rules. 
During the performance .of the contract, if the directly liable· guarantor is 
not able to abide by its· commitments, the contracting authority shall tr~at 
it as terminated. It shall invite the contr.actor to pro'vide a new QUarantor 
whi eh shall undertake liability within the same· Limits as the prev·ious .one. 
Should the contractor fail to provide a new guarantor, the contracting authority 
may cause the provisions of Article 71 to be applied. 
3. I~ the event of terminati.on of· the contr-act, regardless of its cause, .the· 
directly liable guarantor estabtished to guar~ntee advances or certain interim 
payments specified in the Special Conditions may be called.upon immediately to .. 
reimburse the.balance of·the advances or interim payments still owed by the 
contractor and may not postpon,e payment' or raise ·any objection or any grounds 
whatsoever. 
\ 
Article 73 ,I 
Return of·deposit or release of the directly liable 
guarantor 1,' 
1. ··The depos-it shall be returned or the di rectty liable guarantor re leased on the . 
date of acceptance of .the supplies where there is a s~le.acceptance or,,on the 
date of final acceptance where there are two acceptances. 
'I 
2. However, in the light of the special feature of the contra·ct and without 
prejudice to Article 74, the Special Conditions may provide that one half 'of ., 
the deposit be returned or one half· of the commitment of the directly liable 
guarantor be re leased on the date of the provi s~onal acceptance. · 
3. The Special- Conditions shall specify when the directly ti.able guarantors. 
referred to in Article '70(4) are to be released. 
I , 
Article 74 
Sums retained by way of guarantee 
The Special Conditions may stipulate that an amount not exceeding the.maximum 
' . 
amounts fixed for the final .deposit by Article 70(1) shall' be deducted from · 
interim payments by way of guarantee .. of sums which the contractor is acknowledged 
', \ .. 
... 
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as owing' under t'he ·ob'Ligations arising in connection. with the· maintenance period.. . , 
I I • · ' This guarantee may, at the option of the contractor, be repl-aced by a directly 
~ liable guarantor. The provisions of Article 70(2) shall appl~. 
.-
The Special Condit1o~s shall specify the amount ~o be ~etained by way of ~uarantee 
and lay down the detailed rules governing _it where it is ~educted from the interim 
· payments. 
The establishment of a guarantee 'by deduction from the interim payments shall entail 
a COrreSpOnding reduction in the' final depOSit_ Or in the COmmitment Of the j ofntly I, 
liable guarantor referred to 'in Arti,cle· 70(1) m such a way that the deposit shall 
be returned in full or the guarantor fully released.on the date of provisional. 
acceptance of the ~upplies. 
The sum retained by way of guarantee shall b~·paid over or the directly li~b~e 
guarantor shall .be released on the date of' final acceptance of the .'supplies':' 
Article 75 
Insurance 
' '. 
The carriage of supplie~ shall be covered by a policy of insurance as laid down in 
'the Special Conditions. The\Special Condit1ons may also· make :provision for 
'other types of insurance to be borne by the contractor. . . 
III. GenerRl obligations 
.• 
Article 76 
_., 
·sasic rules for the determination of prices 
I , 
; ' 
1. Su::;ject to any. special terms c-ontained in the Special Conditions, the co.ntractori-
shall be deemed to have included in his prices ·all expenses ,affecting the 
sunplies, pnd in particular: · 
. -(a) carriage·a~d insurance ~xpenses; 
(b) the costs of ·packing, transhipment, unloading, transit, unpacking and 
installation at the place of delivery; 
/ . 
I,\ 
I: 
: . 
I 
I. 
1·. 
I 
,. 
. .. 
'\ 
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Cc>· the cost of documents relating to the .. supplies where ·such documents 
are required by the contr.acting aUthority.· ·• 
2. The cost of assfttbling and placing.· the· supplies in working order shalt be 
borne by the contractor where the Special (onditions so stipulate. 
.. 
Article n .; ' . 
' '"' 
OVerlapping contracts 
Where the contractor has been awarded several contracts for 'identical supplies, 
the deliveries which he makes shall be set against the apprOpriate contract in 
. the order in .which the delivery dates fatr due. '' 
Article 78 
Simultaneous ·contracts ·. 
·1. Subject to the application of ·such rules gOverning legal compensation· as may 
be established by national law or usage, ~ach supply·contract and its 
performance by the contract'or shall be independent of all other contracts 
·.of which the contractor is holder. 
· · . 2. Any difficulties arising with· regard to· one contract may in no calse entitle/ 
the contractor to amend or' delay performance of oth~r contracts;'. similarly, 
the contracting authority aay not take. advanta_ge of such difficulties to· 
suspend payments due under ·another contract. 
Article 79 
Patents and licences 
.. 
.J. 
Save as otherwise provided in the ·special Conditions, the contractor shalt indemnify 
the ~ont racting authority against any claia resulting froa the use, for the pUrposes .. 
of the performance of the contract, of patents, licences, d!"awings, models, or 
factory or trade marks. 
., 
'. 
' . 
' • 1 
'/ 
r· 
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Where the ·cent racting authori.ty gives a description of all or part of the· supplies, 
without referring to. the existence .of • p•tent, Licence, dra~ing, modeL, trade 
' ' .·· ' 
mark or trade name whose u'se if neces'sary for execution of such supplies, it shall 
' I ., I 
bear all costs and charges;. in that event it shall indemnify the .·contractor .against 
any claim by the holder resulting from. such use. 
Article 80 
Afte'r s·a les service 
Save as otherwise provided in the Special Conditions, the supplier must provide, 
undertake to provide.or arrange in the country for which the s~pplies are intended 
an after sales servi oe for the ma-Intenance and repair of the supplies and the speedy 
supply of rep la cement." and dup l i cat.e parts. 
IV. Commencement of performance - Period of .performance 
Article 81 
Order to commence performance of contract 
I 
The noti-fication of acceptance of the:.contract shall b~ deemed to constitute the 
order to commence performance of the c6ntract~ 
Article 82 
Period of performance' 
. The contractuol period of perfo~m~nce ?hall be fixed by'the Special Conditions 
without ·prejudice to extensions of,. time limits which may be granted pursuant to 
. -
,these General Conditions. It shall beg·in to r1..1n on the.'date of signature of the 
I 
advice of delivery of the letter of notification·of. acceptanC'e of the contr'act 
referre.i to in Artict~ 49. 
/ I 
·, 
, .. 
I. 
I 
; . 
I , 
If provision is m:ad'e fo,. a separate period of perlontan.ft' fol" ncb batch, ~ 
periods shall not be iJggregate'd in c:ases ~ on:e silpplier-.'is allCJCated-more tban 
' ' 
one batch. m sudl case t:be ~ri~ at 'perfOMtJance ·tor each b&t:dJ. sfta:U be· 
' 
separate. 
V. Supervision and inspet:ti:on, 
GltJa lity of Sl.l!iJP lies 
Without prejudice ta Arti~te 18 tne supplies must meet the tec~~L specifi~tion& 
,- laid down in the Specia.t t:ondttions: and in tile tender.. They must c:Onfor.a in all 
: respects w~h the plans,. crawings, surveys; IIQCfets,. samples:,. pa.t:tems, etc. wbtc:h 
have been helc::t at the disposal csf the c:ontl:"ac:t~ fo.r ident:ifieation, in ac:c:on.tance : 
·with the Spedal Conditioos. 
Where materials and objects to• be sup~tied are defined at the same time by plans, 
samples and models, and if the Spe~ial Co~ditions contain no ~tipulatton tG the 
contrary, the plan shall determine t:t'Je form of the object, its dimensi.ons ailc the· 
material from which it is made-; the II!Ode-l sll~lt be taften into c:onsideration_onty 
__ :. in respect of the finished article- and tbe setJIIF;lte in re~c:t: of the 'qual it}' .of _ 
the' material. 
Article 84, 
The- engineer may ar-r-ange for the 5\Jpe'msion and fns:pection of any St&pply beiClQ 
prepared and mar~uf a.c:tur:-ed_ fol"' deli~ ~,.. the c:Gntract ~ - 1, 
To this P.r.d .. he may app-ly suc:h tests as ne conside-rs necessary tr·om. among those 
provided for in these Gener-al Condit'ions,. suppEement:ecf or amencfecf, where ~pr-opf"iate,. 
.. , 
,. 
'' 
_. I 
___________________ _... _______________________ -r· ,:_j;ejii 
" 
- ~-
by the Special Conditions, i~ order to establish whether the materials and 
objects are of the requisite·~uality and .quantity. It may req~i~e the replacement 
or repair, as the case may b~, of'items which do not ·conform with the contract, 
even after their installation • 
.- The contractor may not rely on the fact that· such supervision and inspection have 
been exercised in 6rder to avoid his responsibility in the event of· th~ supp(ies 
being rejected by reason of any defect. 
I.,' 
' The contractor shall place at the disposal of the engineer; provisionally and free 
of ch,rge, the patterns and i~struments spe~ifi~d in the Special Conditions or . 
which are considered necessary for verifying. and inspecting the supplies and other 
objects to be provided. 
The engineer or his representatives, informed by reason of th~ir supervision and 
inspection of the methods of manufacture and operation of the undertakings, shall 
. ' 
·be under an obligation not to disclose such information except to those membe.rs of 
the administration who need to know thereof. 
. ... 
Article 85 
Tests and check tests 
1. Tests 
The tests required for technical verification of ·materials and supplies shall 
/ 
be laid down in the Special Condit1ions. These shall specify whether· the tests 
are to take place: 
(a) at the manufac.turer's factories,.· 
. (b) in the contracting authority's laboratories, 
. (c) in laboratories approved by the ·contracting authority. 
. In the case of verification at tlie factory as provided· for under (a); the test 
samples or parts, whi eh shall be in a conditio,n ready ·for testing, shall be 
made available to the engineer within five calendar days of being l}larked out 
for that purpose. The tests shall be carried out in the presence of the 
engineer or' his representative; the ·contractor shall bear the cost of 
preparing parts, test sampl-es, and the costs of the tests thems'elves. 
/ 
/ 
... . -
.. 
1 
'.: 
•' 
!-
I. 
I 
I 
. In the caae of verification in ·.the laboratorie& a-& provided for under (b) 
and (c), immediately after the parts. to be tested or the .. substances to be. 
used in pr·eparing the test samples have been selected and marked out for 
testing by the engin~e.r or.his representative, the contractor shalt send them 
·within five days,_. free of charge, to the. laboratory responsil;>le fo.r t'he tests,. 
I 
under the supervision of the engineer or his representative. 
The contracting authority shall bear· the costs of p'reparing parts ·and test 
samples. It· shall also bear the· cost of tests ca'rried oat in its labor·atories 
I 
or in an approved labo.ratory, with the exception_ of tests. which should have 
. ,. 
been car.ried out by the contractor in the manufac~urer• s factories. , The -residu~ 
of test samples, broken parts .and surplus sample's shall r-emain the property of 
· the contracting authority. The contractor m~ be prese~t when the tests are 
carried out in one of the contracting author.ity' s t.aboratories or .in a 
laboratory approved by the contracting authority. . \ 
... 
' . 
In all cases the markings must be present until the time of testing. 
Where tests carried ,out to ascertain the qua't:ity of ·supplies involve the. 
. . 
destruction of certain parts of certain quantities of materials, these·must be 
,. ·replaced by the cont~actor, at his'expense. · 
The extent to L,hich the t.ests may .involve such destruction shall be indicated 
in the Special Conditions. 
I • 
2. Test period 
The period whi eh extends from the date of despatch to the date cf arri vat in 
the establishment responsible fo.r testing shatl not be included in the period 
I 
laid down in the· Special Conditi_ons for notifying the .contractor of ·the decision 
of approval or rejection. 
3. Verifir.ations 
_Weighing required to verify the articles and materials for whic-h theor~tical 
weights or loJeight tolerances are ·laid down shall be carried out at the·' 
contractor's factory; the contractor shall place tbe' weighing ·instruments at 
the disposal of the engineer or his representative~ fr-ee of charge, in 
accordance with Article 84. 
,I 
·. 
' I 
.· 
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The same shall apply in the case·of duly verified measuring equ1pment and 
test. machinery required for the tests p.rovided for· in the cont r;~ctor' s ~ 
factories or at the place of delivery. 
4. Check tests 
In the ~ven~ of an objection by one or other party to the results of ~he tests, 
each of the parties shall be entitled to reque~t a· check test. This shall be 
carried out in a laboratory se.le~ted by common ·consent· from the laboratories 
approved by the contracting authority. 
If the objection concerns an item which is incapable of'~xact evaluation, 
each of the parties shall be entitled'.to request. an· expert opinion. The 
expert shall be selected by ~ommon consent. The exp~rt shall conduct· his 
examination at a place nominated by the exP,ert' and· approved ·by the contr.acting 
authority. 
The report drawn up by the laboratory or (bY the expert shall be submitted to 
the engineer, who shall.communicate it,· wit~out dela~, to the contractor by 
'\ 
registered mail. The result-s of the ·check ·test or the expert .opinion shall 
be conclusive. 
The c'osts of' the check test or the exp~rt opinion shaLl be borne by the party 
for whom the result if unfavourable. 
5. Period for check tests~ 
Under penalty of being time-barred, the contractor shall address the request 
for a check test or an expert opinion :to the engineer by' reg.i stered lett~r 
not later than the fifteenth calendar day following 'the day· on which the· 
decision of rejection is notified. 
Paragraph 2 shall apply to 'the period for nOt'ifying the decision of acceptance 
or rejection resu[ting from the check test or the ·expert opinion. 
6. Extension of the period of performance·. 
I 
An extension of the per'iod of_ performance may be' granted to the cont racto,r 
where the check test or the expert opinion is in· his favour. 
7. Rejects 
Materials and supplies which are not of the required quality shall be rejected. 
-A special mark may be applied to the Latter; this may not be such·a~ to-alter 
the supplies, nor may it modify thier commercial value. 
,I 
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Making use of rej,ect.e.d mat.erials and sup,plle.s shaH ·res.ul.t ~n .a .r.ef.us.al :t.o 
accept t~e suppli~s4 
.Arti.z: Le B6 
.Pre l i·minar:yte chni c:a l ac.cept an·ce 
1.- If the Special Conditions Lay dawn technïcal t:ondi-tïons for the .acc~pt,ance of 
materials or supplie-s whic'h :the .corrtractnr must :incorporate for the manufa:cture 
of items that he must supply; the engineer must c.ertify prio-r to their 
1 
incorporation in the ~oro.rks that such materials or supplies me..et the -ne.c~ss:ary 
requi rements. 
The sa me sha li .app ly if t-he S.peci.a:l Canditions make provi si.on f.o.r the manuf.a:.cture 
of one or more st-andard it.ems .and fo:r the e.xamin.at:ion of samples before manufacture 
i s to commen.ce .. 
Any preliminary techn~:ca:t ac:cept.an.ce s·halt be subj.ect of .a .req.ue-s:t sent by . 
regi stered post by the contracter to the -engineer; s'uch request shal l he made 
in accordan.c..e with the forms .laid .down ·by the engine..er., who must act upor:l it 
within the period provided for im t·he Spe:c-i.al Conditions. 
The request shall -:indicate the spec:if·ication of the materials, ·supplies, items 
é;;nd samp les s.ubmitted for acceptante and s:haH a.l·so ïndi c.ate t:he referenc-e to 
the contract lett.er and possibty 'the b:atch number and t'he pLace .where· a.ccept.ance 
is to take place. 
Even 'if mate ri a ls., supp l i.es or ite111s to be incorporatei:l in th.e :manufa.cture of 
items to be supplied have been t-echrnï-cally a:c:.c.~.te.d in thi.s way_, they may sti ll 
be rej ected and must be .r.eplaced imrne-diate'ly ·:py t;fw .contr:a·cto.r if il f.urther 
examination reveals :defects or faul.ts. 
2. The Special Cond-itions .shaU .make provisi.àn for aU the proce:dure:s r.elating 
to prel ~r.:inary te.chn:ical acceptance., i:n part:icuta·.r, the peri-od of time during 
which the engineer must tak.e hi-s -ded-si:on to ac:cept or reje.ct mate-rials, 
supplies, standard items and sample:s-
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Article 87 
Identification 
The Special Conditions may require all articles and supplies, where possible;-to 
I 
bear the contractor's mark or any other mean'$' of identifi~ation in a specified 
.'place. 
VI. Modifications to the contract 
· ·Article 88 · . 
Variations in quantiti~s I • 
The contracting authority reserves the ~ight, wh~n giving notice of acceptance of 
I ' 
the contract,· to ?lter 'the quan.tities ref.erred to the invitation to tender. 
. . I. 
In the event of an increase or reduction of up to 20% i~ ·_the quantities referred 
' to in'the invitation to.tende'r~ the. unit prices in the tender.sh.all apply to the 
quant~ties ordereq. 
Where ther~ is an increas~ of more than 20% in the quantities referred to in the · 
invitation to tender, the,contr~cting authority mu$t obtain the agreement of the 
suppl~er selected. 
,ordered. 
the unit pri~es of th~ ten~er shall apply io the quantitie~ 
I 
'In the event of a ·reduction of more than 20% in the· quantiti~s referred to jn the 
invitation to tender; ~he supplier s~l~cte~ shall be entitl~d to adjust the unit 
_pri~es.of his tende~. 
Article 89 
Technical modifications during performance. 
:During the .performance of the con~ ract the' supervi so~. may' require the contractor 
to make technical modifications provided·thai they are compatible-with the techhical 
. : . 
capab1lity of its undertaking, or agree to modifications proposed by the cqntractor. 
'· 
.. 
' 
I• 
~ ' ' 
·' c 
'· 
The contn~o:r mwst., 5f the ~n.ip~rvisor Stt .requ.e~ts and w.ittrln .a ~.riod laid ®wn 
for the purpose., pr.ovide a det-aill.ed .e.sdmate tsf the :pd,ce increas-e o·r :redu:ction 
and' the changes :envi.saged ·in the peri.ocl ;of perfo.rmat:rc~-
The supervisor .Shall, with.out p.rej~dice t.o 'tne·provi~ions trf .Article 61, noti.fy 
~ . . . 
its decision :PY admioistrative order sent by registered letter .. 
VII. Payment of cont.ract.s 
ArtiCle 90 
General· prt?lfi·si.ons 
The· SpeciaL Cond1tions shall determi-ne the administrative '01"' t.ec.trni c.al ·conditions 
.. to which the payment of advan-ces, interim ,payments or payment of the balance is 
' . 
subject, in accordan-ce w1-th. t:he ·r.ules. of emti:Hement' set out .below .. 
Article 91 
Payment trl a co~t.ract ·for. whi:ch the pd ce is :not fixed 
Where the prices of suppl1es or· tne· exact· 'conditi-on'S for their determination 
a,re not immediateLy evident from the provisions .of, the ..cont.r:a.ct.,' the contra-ct 
shat l.., for the purpose of making funds avid labte· .and f.or the p.l.w.pose of making 
interim payments, stat·e a provisional price wbi:.Ch -i·s eitne.r an overall pri:ce· or 
a price corresponding- with the various element·s -of tne contract~ or the te'chnical 
stages of execution. 
Advances ' ·. 
' 1. ·Advances may. be granted to the contractor for operations preparatory ~o th~ 
provision of the supplies Mhi.c:b a.r.e pne sqbj.ect :of· the .. contract .• 
: <" ' 
.. / 
' . 
,.: 
' 
' . 
• I 
, 
I 
-n--
2. .The amount of the advances m'ay not exceed 30% of the, amount of contract 
.·where the contract. ·h·not subject t~ revision and 35~ where it is ·so subject. 
'3.· The particular conditions for granting and reimbursing advances shall be taid 
dow~ in the Special ·condition~. 
4. ·No advance may be made before the· contractor has furnished-proof of the 
' . 
establishment ot' the deposit or ~he commitment of the directly liable guarantor. 
stipulated in Art.i cle 70(4). · .. . 
' .. \ 
5. 
I ' I 
Any advance granted must ~e guaranteed i~ its enti_rety by the commitment of 
a directly liable guarantor satisfying the conditions of ArticL-e 70<.2). 
·Article 93 
\ 
Reimbu'rsement of advances 
Reimbursement of th~ advances referred.to tn Article 92(1) shall be made by(means 
. . ' 
of a deduction from the interim'payments and, ·if 'necessary, from the balance owing 
to the cont~~ctor irt accordance ~ith the rules laid down in the Special ~onditions. 
In all cases -of rescission of the <:ontract, ,for any reason whatso.ever, the · · 
,. ,J •• .. l ' 
cpntractor must immediate,ly .reimbur·se 'the outstanding balance of. the advances. 
·Article '94 
Interim p_ayinents 
I 
1. Under the conditions laid dbwn·. in Article 38 and ~f the Sp~cial Conditions so: 
• J • 
'I 
p'rovide, the contracting authority. mu'st make· inte.rim payments to the contractor 
if the l·atter furnishes proof· th.at he has:. 
- delivered at the place of manufacture materia.ls which· are to form part of 
the· supplies stipulated in. the ··contract, provideq that ,f~ll ownership thereof 
has been acquired by the contractor, t~at t~ey have been paid for and have 
been recognized as conforming 'with the requirements of the contract; 
I ' ' ' 
..., performed, operations intrinsic to the provision of· the supplies which have 
been inspected by the.~ngineer •. 
( 
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2. The Special Conditions may ~uire certain interim payments to be fully 
secured by the commitment of a directly liable guarantor ~r~ved pursuant 
to Article 7D(2)4 
3. The intervals at which interim payments are to be made shatl be·~aîd down 
in the Special Conditions on the basis çf the characteristics of tl.ie supplies. 
Articte 95 · 
Ownership of·matèrials 
Materials for which interim .payments have been made shall remain the pr:operty o·f 
the contracter who may in no circumstances make use' of them for purposes ether 
1 
than the performance of t'he contract .. 
1 
However, the Special Conditions may tay down that, to set off interim payments, 
the ownership of the materials corresponding to such interim payments shall be 
transferrecl to the contracting authority. In this case, the contracter shaH, 
nevertheless~ assume the responsibility of trustee in respect of these materials, 
1 • 
in accordance with the requirements of national law. 
Article 96 
Pri ce rev.i sion 
1. Unless otherwise stipulated in the Special Conditions, the contract shall 
·, 
be at fixed priees which may not be revised. 
2. Where the Special Conditions provide tnat the contract shall be at pr1ces.which 
may 'be revi sed, they shall lay down the detaited ru les· for such. revision. 
· 3. Pri ces contained in the contr.act.or1s ·tender shaU be deemed to have ·been 
arrived at on t.he basis of· the cooditi.ons ·in force on the reference date • 
• · ' 1 
This date sh2lt be the first .wOrking day of the month preceding that in whi ch 
the final ·date for the receipt {)T tenders occu·rs. 
\ ' 
4. In the event of a delay in execution of 'the supplies, which is attributable 
to the contracter, during the period between the t:ontractuat date for the 
completion· of performance and the actual date of completion (provisional 
' 
acceptance) a .restricted revision shalt be apptied on the basis of the official 
indices ·or priees in force in the final month of the perioq of the ~ontract, 
subj ect to the reservation that the later indices may be app.l ied î f they ~re 
advantageous to the contracting authority. 
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Article 97 
. · Rules 1for. payment 
Payment shall' be made within 60 calendar days of the date on which the account 
' . 
· is due as. stipulated in the S~ecial Condi.tions. · 
Article 98 . 
_Payment· ir:a ··the event of. attachment· 
In the event of a judgment' o~dering attach'ment f'or the amounts owing for 
performance of. the contrac~ again~t· t~e cont~~ctor, tand without prejudice to ,the 
period laid dow11 in Article 9.7, the contracting authority s~all be giver:'! a period 
,. . . 
of 15 1 ~~lendar days, 'starting· from the day when it receives notification of the 
' '· liftin·g of .the . obstacle to payment_, to resume paym_ents to the contractor. 
Arti cte 99 
Interest in respect of delay in payments 
, '1 I 
I~ the pericid laid down for payment has been exceeded and ~ith the exception of 
, I 
d·isputed amounts, the cont,ractor. sh_all quallfy·automatically and witho.ut formal 
notice for.interest 'calculated pro' rata on the basis of the number of calendar 
days' delay at the rediscount rati of t~e issuing institute of·the ACP State,. 
I 
increased by 1% per annum. ' 
This supplement to the rate shall be increased to 4.5%, per year as from the'71st 
day of delay •. 
However, payment of ·the. interest on delay shalt' be. subject to the submission by 
the contractor, not later than the'60th c~lendar day'follo~ing the day for payment 
I ' • 
of the balance of·the contract, of a written request havi~g th~ effect of -a 
statement of account. 
A remission of the liquidated damages for d~lay occurring after payment of the 
' ' 
I 
balance may not be regarded as .constitutin~ the payment of a new balanc_e. and shall' ,--
. not re-open the period prov~d~d for in the pr~ceding paragraph. 
\ 
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ArticLe 100 · 
-~ 
Extended delay in payment 
Any default in .payment of· mor-e .than 120 day.s as from the ·expiry oi the time 
l i'mit for payment laid do.wn in Articte W sna.lt entit.ted the CQntractor to request 
the application of Arti-cte 112. 
/ 
Article 1D1 
Pay~ for the benefit-of third parties 
.. 
All orders for payment· to third . .pa.rti;es may be carried ·out only .after an -;s:signment 
I • 
of credit or a collatera·Lsecurity established .under the contract. 
rhe assignment of credit IDU$t .t>e notified ~ re.gi'stered letter with advice of 
' 
1 . delivery to tne offit:iat responsi:ble for aut~orizing -di·sbursements .. · The ru.te.s 
! ' 
: ... 
I 
' I. 
applicable to the t.ran:sfe,r of wed it shall be those of ibe State in ·wt~i eh· t.he 
: lransfer' is effected.· ' . 
. ' 
The assignment of coUateral· se-cur•ity must be notified by reg)istered letter with 
advice ·of delivery to the official responsible for."payments. The rules appli\cable 
to the assignment shalt be those of. the· ACP' State i.n vbich the cor-tt~act i.s per,formed~· 
·.Arti cte 102 , 
Notificat1on 'of third parties 
The contractor and the assignees of·creait and cottaterat securities may, during 
\ 
. t.he performance of the -c~trac"1:, "see.k from the contracting authority either .a·· 
summary progress report of the supplies provided, ·accompanied by an estimate 
' . . 
which shall not be bindi.ng on :the-contrat:ting authority,:.or a de_tilited account of 
the contractor's entitlement; .·~bey may 'also re.quest a statement-of"the advan~es · 
a~d in.sta lmerrts paid and, .a det:aHed re:pcrt on informa1;ion re:Ceived rii..ating t:o :the 
. ' . . ' 
contract. 
. ' 
. ' 
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l1 1 credi,tor, gi_ving evidence of hi & capacity as such, should make such a 
request by registered letter, the contracting authority shall be obliged to notify 
' ' 
.. him, at the same time as the contractor, of all amendment's to the contract which 
affect the guarantee resulting ,'from th~ as~ignment of credit' or' 'collateraL. secur'ity. 
' . . 
Beneficiaries of assignments of credit and collateral ·securities may· not call for 
\' . ' 
any information other than that provided·for ih the first and second paragraphs, 
nor may they intervene in the performance of the'c6ntract. . ~\ '··' 
. \ 
Developments affecting performance of'the contract 
( ' 
Article 103 
Cessation or adjournment of performan'ce of contra et. 
, I 
1. Where~the contr~ctin~ authori~y unilateralli orders the final ces~ation of 
performance of the contra.ct, the latter sha.ll be rescinded forthwith. 'the · 
contr,ctor ~hall b~ entitled t~ an indem~ity for any injury which he may· have 
suffered by,,reason of any such r_escission ·fpr ·which he is not .responsible. 
2. Where the ~ont racting. author{ty_ orders the· adj ournmen~ of 'the contract,. for 
reasons not specified· in the Special Conditions, for more than six. months 
either 'before or after ~ommencement of. the contrac.t, ·the contractor shall be 
·entitled to rescind the contract and shall be entitled tti'an indemnity for 
any. injury which he may have su.ffered. · 
' ' 
The same sh·all apply in the case of successive adjournments, the total duration 
of which exceeds six months, even ·;t P.erformance of. the contract has b~en 
I , 
.resumed in the meantime. 
The request for· re~cission 'shall be.valid only if it is submitted by regis-~ered 
. . 
letter by the contractor within ~wo months of.the date of receiving the 
adr.linistrative. order leading' to postponement of performance of the contract 
for more. than six months, or.~s from the expiry of the sixth month of 
' postponement, if such ord_e·r has not 'fixed the duration of the postponement. 
i, 
''' 
,. 
•. 
: I 
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·If the performance of the contract has- cOtDJDenced,. the 'contr:actor may require 
' . that acceptance of supl)li•s should take place fo'rthwith. \ 
If the contractor limits his request to an' indemnity, it must be submitted by 
registered letter not,later· than 60 dais after provisional acceptance of all 
'.the supplies& 
3. Where the contr'acting authority orders the adjournment of performance of the 
contract for less than six months, the contractor .shall be entitled to an 
indemnity for any injury '·suff~red~. He .Ust submit his. request by 'register-ed. 
letter not later- than 60 days· after pr-ovisional acceptance of all the ~plies.· 
4._ Duri-ng the per-iod Of adjoomtlent the cc:ntraCtor ~hall take all such protective · 
measures as may ~ necessaey to 'safeguard tbe portion of the· contract already· 
executed .. 
.\ . . 
Expenses incurred in connection with sueb.protective measures shall ·be reimbursed 
to the contractor; wit'hout prejudi'ce to the indemnity which he may claim in 
. ' . 
accordance with paragraphs 2 and-3. 
.· Article. 104 
, I·. 
1. Where the. contract .is awarded ~~-a natu~al·per-son, it shall' be. automatically 
rescinded if that person dies •. 
·However, ·the contracting authority shalt examine any proposal •ade by the 
-heirs if they have n~-tified it of their intention ·to'·.c-ontinue the eontr--act. 
nie decision of the C:ont,..a~ing authority shall be notified t~ those concerned 
within one month of receip-t.,of. such. proposal. ·. 
. ' . . ' I 
2. Where the contract is awarded to several natural persons and one or more of 
·them die, a report shall be agreed between the parties on the progress of the 
' ' 
performance of the contract and t~ eont~aeting authority shall decide whether 
to rescind or continue ~be contract. in accordance with the undertaking of the 
·-survivors ·and oft~ heirs~·as ~he 'case may be. '' 
i . 
... 
'I' 
'.· 
.. 
I 
3. In the cases provided for in paragr•Ph• 1 1nd 2, persona offering .to cont~nue 
to perform tl:le contract shall·notify the contracting authority thereof b'y 
registered letter ·within ten ·d~ys of the· date of death • 
The nature of their liability· shall be determined in ·accordance with the 
first paragraph of ·Article 31~ supplemented where ~ppropriate ty the Special 
·Conditions.· 
·~·, ,, . ' 
Continuation of the contract shall be subject to the rules ~e(,ting to 
establishment of th'e ~eposit or the commitment of the directly ljable guarantor' 
in accordance with Article 70 •. 
' .·Article 105 
Specific groun~s for rescission 
' 1. Without prejudice to the measures provided for in Article 115, the contracting 
authority may rescind the contract in the following'cases: 
. ' 
bankruptcy of the contractor, ' .. \ 
' . ' 
any situation involving suspension qf payments,, other than. bankruptcy, 
~stabli~hed by. judgment of a court· and resulting, in accordance with his 
' ' 
'national law, in the 'total or'partial loss of the contractor's right to 
administer and dispose of his property, 
- any final judgmen'l;. for 'an offence involving· the professional good ·character 
.• 
of the contractor, 
any other legal 'disability hindering the performance of. the contract~ 
·- any organizational mod-ification, that' must _be notified to_ the contracting 
authority involving 'a, change. in the legal persoti~lity 'of the contractor, 
unless s~ch modification is recorded in an endorsement to the contract. 
2. In the event of rescission the· contract shall be settled solely on the basis 
of the supplies de(iver~d and accepted. 
. v 
If however at the time of resci~sion supplies have been dispatched, they may 
be taken into consiqeration after acceptance • 
.. 
' - ' 
i 
i 
-~-
3. The contrac-ting authority llaY ·without waiting for tha definitive sett l..ement, 
• 
and if so requested, ~" the eont rac:tor up to 80% of the credit balance s.hown 
by the provisional settlement. Conversely, if the proyisional· settlement 
shows a debit bal.ance the cont.r-.actor may be required to ret~n 80% of the 
amount of such balance-
IX. Delivery, acceptance and maintenance period. 
Arti cte 106 . 
. Delivery 
1. The supplies shall be. delivered to the place, vithin the time limits and in 
~ accordance with the c:ond·itions 'stipulated in the contract. · 
2. The contractor must nntify the. engineer·~ registered letter of tne date en '< 
whic;h the supplies wilt be ready for· prese~tation at-the place of acceptance.· 
s.upp lies whi eh are ready for acceptance shalt be presumed, pending evidence to 
. \ 
the contrary, to haue .been thus on the date of p~sentation specified by the 
cont ructor. 
! . 3. Each delivery must· be accompanied by a statement drawn up ·by the contractor. 
This s.tateme·n:t, the form of which may be prescribed by' tne Speci.at' Conditions 
sh~Ll contain, in particular: ' . 
'• 
. . 
th~ date of· delivery, 
- the reference number of dte contract-!' 
' 
- the identification of the .contractor, 
. . 
particulars\ of the goods Supplied and, where appropriate, details of ho101 they 
were divided for packing •. 
Each package must be clearly marked- with its order number as shown on the 
r·elevant st.ateflient; in t'be ·absene.e of indicati-ons to the oofttrary, it s~atl 
contain a List of. it~ contents. The delivery of the supplies s.halt be 
confirmed by the issue 'of ~ receipt to the contractor. 
, . 
, , ._ 
Where tbe supplies are delivered to an establisnment of tbe contracti~ 
authority the latter shalt bear the responsibility of.baitee, ~n accnrdance 
with the requi.rements of Mtional law,. during the time which elapses bet.ween 
t·hei r being del ive.red for. storage and acceptance. 
.. 
/o'i. 
1. 
2. 
\ 
'·. (;3 .-
Article 107 
'·. 
Verification operatjons 
Without prejudice to Articles 83 to 8i, t.he sup.plies presented by the 
contractor shall be subjected to qualitative and quantitative verifications 
.: 
intended to establish th·at they satisfy ·the contract specifications. 
The Special Conditions.shall indicate: · 
- the nature of and detai·led procedures for verifications, , 
the administrative authorities responsible therefor, 
the place where·they are to be· carried out,-
- the period .avdilable to·ihe·enginee~ for effecting the verifications·and 
/ 
notifying its dicision. 
3. This period shall begin on the first working day following the ,date of re.ce.ipt 
of the communication from the cpntractor under Article 106(2) on condition 
that the engi~eer is in posjession of the statement provided for~in 
Article 106(3). 
' 
,Unless the Special Conditions•provide oth~rwise, the length of this.period 
s'hall be twenty days • 
. I 
· 4. The engineer responsible for verificat1ons shall advise the contractor, ·in 
good ti~e, of the date and time fixed for them so as to enable him to be 
present or to be represented., However, the duly notified.absence of the 
contractor or his ~epresentati~e ~hall not prevent the verifications being 
carried out. 
Article 108 
Adjournment, price reduction penaliti~s, 
rejections 
1. Where the engineer considers that the supplies could be accepted if certain 
adjustments were carried out, he shall submit a re~ort to the supervise~ 
who may declare that delivery of the.supplies'is adjourned and inviting the 
contractor to present them again :with.in a. specific period after having 
carried out these adjustments. ·where the Spe.ci al Conditions do not speci fi call'y 
. 
provide otherwi.se, the engineer must be informed of the contractor's. acceptance 
within a period of·15 days fro~ notification of ~he decision to adjourn. 
, 
! ' 
·-' .. 
I 
~ ,. 
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In· the ev.ent of refusal or silence on the part of the contractor within this 
period, or of fid tur.e t'o present. the suppli~s again within the period allowed 
for their adjustment, such sup.pli.es shalt be accepted subject to a price 
reduction penalty 'or shall be 'rejected in accordance wi-th the conditions set 
out below .. 
Exc~pt in special causes, to be decided upon by the s~rvisor, 'no stJ?p!i ~s 
may be the subject' of more t,h'an t.wo postponements. 
2~ At the end of the verifications, supplies· which do not ent'irely satisfy the 
conditions of the cnntr.act but which nevertheLess seems to be usable in their 
existing state may be ac.c.epted subje'Ct to a reduction in price whi eh shall 
·consist of: 
-.a reduction in price if the defe~ts fo-und affect all or part of the .delive·ry, 
a reduction in quantities in the event that the supplies exhipit localir-ed 
Qlemishes. 
'J 
·rhe superyisor shall inform the cont-ractor of the r.eductions in price whi eh 
·it proposes to apply. 
The supervisor must be informed· o.f .anY ubjection of the contractor within 15 
days of notification· of the proposed. reductions in price. At ;the end of that 
period, the· administration shalC make his dedsion~ If the contractor does· 
I 
·-not accept this decision, the supp~Lies snall.be. rejected.' 
' ' . 
However, where ·the contractor is not in a position to repl~ce ··forth.with the 
I' ·SUpplies adjudged to be defective,.he shaH be obli.ged-to subm~t to sul:h 
reduction in price~ 
where the S!UPP ly i's urgen.t ly requi rec;f, · 
where, because of their nature~ supplies·could not be stored separately in 
'\., - ' 
the contracting authority's war~houses. · 
. ' . 
. ' ' 
3 •. Where the supplies presented give rise to .resarvaHons such that adjustments 
do not seem practicabl-e and ·that their 'use in their existing state does ·not 
seem possib~e, the supervisor shaLl notify the contract-or of h!is intehtion to 
reject them. 
,. 
\ 
• 
4. 
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The supervisor-must be in-formed of any objection of the contractor within 
·15 days of notification of,the intention to reject the supplies. At the end 
of that period, the works supervisor shall make his decision. 
. 
The time limit stipulated in ~he precedi~g subparagraph sh~LL not be iaken 
. . 
into account ·when making that decision, where it follows a refusal on the part 
of the contractor to accept a reduction in price·or w~ere, because of their 
nature, supplies could not be stored ~eparatel~ .;~the contracting author~ty 1 s 
warehouses •. 
If there should be an adjournment .in' ·respect 'of the supplies, th~ who.le of the 
/ ' " 
period laid down for effecting the ·verifications shall b~ available to the 
. . 
engin~er, f~om the date on wh~~h ·the supplie~ are again ~r~~ented by the 
.contractor. Th~\same shall apply in the e~ent oi rejection, where th~ supervisor 
has authorized th~ contr~cior to pr~se~f new sup~li~s. 
. ' 
The .period· availa~le to the contr~ctor for submitting any objections, arid the 
. . .· t 
period which he require·d to ·present '·the supplie; agai·n. following pos~ponement · 
·. 
or rejection, do not in themselves ·constit~e grounds for requesti~g an extension 
of the period of. performance., 
' ,..-
5~ The decisions taken by the supervi~or shall gi~e reasons for·the ~ejection, 
post~bnement or ~eduction in. price. "They shall be notified' to the contractor/ . , 
. \ 
without delay~ by repistere~ l~tter·.with ack~owledgement of receipt. 
·Article 109 ,• 
Marking and remov.al· of PC!Stponed or rejected supplies 
.•,, 
-. f 
1. l:he Special Conditiorys may ·stipulate that· materials or articles deliveries of 
. whith has b~en postponed cir which have been ~inally rejected will. be marked 
with a s.::ecial sign by t·he engineer and that; where appropriate, rejects will 
be denatured or d.est royed. 
2. "the handling and transport. costs which may result" fr·om pos.tponement or 
rejection of supplies shall. be born~ by th~ contractor~ 
. 
3. Should the verification operations have been carried out in the contracting 
authority Is ~Jarehouses, the decision to reject the supplies shall stipuLate 
a time L-imit for their removaL',\if the Special Conditions have not already 
done so. 
,, 
' I . -: 
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4. On expiry of that ti~ limit, the supervisor shall be relieved of his 
I. 
. ' 
responsib-ility as baiLee and aay:· 
- either send. back as of right the supp~ies in question at the expense and 
risk of tbe contfactor, or 
- have them sold by pubti_c auction ·in accordance ·with the national taw .. 
·.The proceeds of the sale, less expenses, shall be held at the disposal of· 
.the contractor unless they should serve to pay .off debts which he may be'· 
found liable to pay to the contra.cti"9 authority under the contract .. ' 
' • I' 
. · , Article 110. 
Acceptance 
1. -At ·the end of the verifications, unless otherwise provided in the-S~cial 
Conditions 11 the engineer shall vit·bin the per-iod of 20 days laid down in 
2. 
' ' 
Article 107(3)1dr~ up a state.ent of acceptance by which transfer of ownership 
. is effected' and shall forward a CoPY thereof tcr t~ contractor • 
. However, 'where the supplies are, accepted only subject to a ~ct,ion .ii;J price 
.the statement of acceptance Shall be dr-awn 'qp ·only on the date of the decision 
to impose the said reduct.ion .. 
~here the Special ~onditions have made. provision for a guarantee period, the 
acceptqnce referr~d to in paragr-aph 1· shall cons:titute provisional acceptance .. -
At the end of this period, the· engineer shatl dr.aw up a statement· of final 
,.: • I" • 
acceptance and shall forward a copy the~of to the ,~tractor.. The final 
acceptance may be tacit. if the supplies have not. giVen r-ise to any claim 
· during this period. 
f 
3. Where one or more ~of the ex~tional circumstances referred to in Article 112 
make it impossible to carry out the verifications laid down in paragraph 1,-
a statement to that effect·sh~ll~~ drawn up, after the ·cOntractor or his' 
•,' 
representative have been ~- ·The. statement·. of acceptance or rejection. ., 
shall be drawn up once the exceptional cirCUfti.Stances. cease to apply • 
. \ 
. \ 
. ' 
' . 
. ' 
. -
,. 
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Artich 111 
Maintenance peri~d: maintenance~ repair 'and replacement 
1. Without prejudice to the. Special Provisions 'relating to the acceptance of 
supplies, the contractor shall be·obliged during the maintenance period to 
carry out maintenance, repair and replacement covering all services under the 
contract, subject to noriinal conditions of use~" 
. . 
'·' 
Deterioration resulting from the circums_tan-ces provi.ded .for in Article 112 or 
·fro~ abnormal use ~hall be excluded from this'ob~igation unless it. reveals a 
fault or defect such as to justify the request for repair o~ replacement. 
' The oblig~~ion to ~aintain may be the subject of provisions ·i~ the Speci~L 
Conditions and cf.technical specifications-which shall determine the period 
and conditions thereof. 
. I 
Whe.re the Special Conditions or the contract provide for a maintenance period, , 
they. may fix the duratibn. thereof. If -not otherwise specified; the duration 
:thereof. shall be one· year. 
The maintenance period shall commence on, the date of provisional acceptance. 
The maintenance peribd .shall be extended,where n~c~ssary, by the period of 
time during which it has not been possible.to use the supplies or a part 
'. 
thereof be·cause of deterioration for whi eh the ·contractor must assume 
~· ·' ' 
responsibility. 
All ·items provided in re~la~ement shall 'be s~bject to th~ full maintenance period. 
2 •. The contractor shall r~pair or. repla~e .1t his own. expense c;tny item wliich has 
deteriorated or fai l·s ·to function in the cours~ ·9f n'ormal use during the . 
maintenance perio.d •. 
\ 
I 
,\ 
... 
,. 
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3. Any atrteunt rqardinv det•riorni.on .or 'f•i l.i.tte to function .,.t ~ tRde in 
the \OMII :of a report drawn up before the .expiry, of 'the maintenance periQd by 
the engineer. or ~ any other representa~ive aut~zed 0, the eontracting 
4. 
X. 
authority. A copy of the report shalt be sent to the contractor ~ithin one 
·month. 
Sbpuld the interes-ts of 1:he service so require, and partiall.art.y ~n cases .of 
emergency, the supervisor .. , baR tile' '7Pairs'- carried out at tile .expense- :of 
the ~tractor_,. the J.atter biwing'been duty inforlled by the copy of tbe .. report.;: 
Claims and e3t-ceptiooal risks 
· Articte 1'12 
Claias by lthe contra~ 'and i!Kceptional risks 
i· 1. The cont.ractor may a"ait'_hims~lf of fact·s alleged against the oont.rat:ting 
'' 
I, 
li 
2. 
I, 
, authority andlor . . its· agents .and which wout.d 'in~J.ve him in delay and/or 
detriment in order tt> obtain~ whe-re apprQPriate, an ertensi01l of the per:iods 
' I 
of performance, the rev·lsion ar res.cission of the corrtract and/or an indemnity 
based on the injury suffered-
The contractor shatl not nor~Uy be entit.ted to make any amendlllent to the 
' ' 
contractual conditions as' a result of cir:cuastam:es in 'which the :oantracting 
authority and/or its agents'bad·no ~~ 
However, a deroga-tion f.rom. this principle sh.aU· be jus'tifieci _by cirl:U'Etan~es 
' . ' 
whi eh the contractor' could not, reasonably tor:esee when the 1:et_tde.r was .sutmitt~~ 
' - ' ' \ 
-or the contract concluded, .which ·he .cDutc:t' not avoid. and tlhe consequenc-es af. 
whi eh. he was unabte to avert ·even t~h he :had takerl .alt necessaq steps to 
that end .. 
I , 
I . 
. 
Where such .dr:oumstances make 11: iiiiPOssible to perform .the contract, tbe 
I ' 
·contracto~ shalt be entitted to have the ccntract.resci~. 
, I 
, I • 
I 
'I 
,, 
'I 
·'. 
,, ' 
.. 
I( 
.- ·La _ 
U,J, 
Where. the circumstances do not make .it impossibLe to perform the contract, 
the contractor shall be ,entitled to an· extension of the periods of performance 
and/or an indemnity based on the injury suffer~d, or to the revision of the 
contract.' 
The contractor may invoke the default of a sub-contractor or supplier whom he has 
freely chosen only in. so far as they avait· themselves of circumstances which 
the contractor wou\d h~IVe be~n •ab.le to invok~ :in a similar situation. 
I • 
3. The contractor shall be obliged'to report to the engineer, by registered letter,· 
' ' 
the facts and circumstances referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 as soon as he 
should normally, hav~ kno~le~ge thereoi·~nd not later than 30,days after theii 
occurrence. 
4. Claims by the contractor must, under pe·~alty of being t'ime-l;la'rred, be mad~ by 
registered letter within.the .fo~lowing periods: 
·, 
(a) before expiry of the con~.ractual time-timits in order to obtain an 
extension of the periods of pe~formance or rescission of. the contract;: 
(b) in order to obtai.n a variation of .the' contract or an indemnity, not later 
than 60 days after provisi;mal acceptance of all ~upplies; ~owever, 
this period for being time-barred s~all no.t apply in the· case of error, . 
. 
omission wrong or duplicat~? entry ori where Articles 99, 100 or 113 apply. 
·Article 113 
Remission of damages for delay 
., ' 
1. The contractor shall have the right to obtaio remission of the damages for 
delay· referred to in Arti.cle 115 'point'1(c): 
.. (a) in whole or in part, if he proves 'that the delay ,is due. wholly or ,in' par~ 
to acts ·by the contra et i ng authority ar;~d/_or its agents ·or to the 
. ' 
circumstances referred to in Article .112(1) and (2); 
'' . f. 
'' 
'. 
' '. 
1 . 
-. 7tl ·-
(b) partial.ly, if the contracting authority considers that the a:IIOUnt of 
the damages 'is disproportionate to the minimal iaportance of the suppt ies 
thus delayed, provided ·however that tne sa.pplies provided are capable 
of being used 'norsally and that the contractor· has made every effort' to 
complete his services in ~he shortest possible time. 
2. The contractor must, under penatty of being time-barred, sa.Dait any req«Jest 
for the remission of daaages by registered letter not later· than 60 days 
after the pa~t of tfMJ bal~ce. 
'. 
XI. Non-performance of contract and sanction·therefor 
Articte 114 
Non-performance .of con~raCt by contractor 
Non-performance of the contract by t~ ·contractor occurs:· 
1 •. Where th'e supptie~ are not provided in accordance with the provisions of the 
contract; 
2. where the suppt ies ar:-e· not completed within the contractual period of 
performance or where at any ti11e they· are· discontinued,· in any· respect 
' . 
., 
whatsoever, so as to be capabte of being·entirely ComPleted wit~in this period; 
.. ~ 
'I 
3. whe1·e the contractor departs· frola writt--en instructions given ·by the contracting 
authority and/or its agents •. 
Artic.le· 115 
' 
Sanction 'for breach. of contract on the part of the contractor· ' .. 
If no reasons for brea.ch of 'contract are accepted or. ·fumished within a period of 
' 15 days from the date on which the contractor is notified of the, breach the 
contractor aay· be subject to'' one ·or 110r~ of the 11easur:es defined in, and go~erned 
I 
by the following paragraphs·: 
) 
.. 
.. 
' 
·'· 
.. 
- 71 
\ ' 1~ Liquidated damaiel f~r deLay.· ' 
The contractor·sh•ll, without formal notice, be liable to pay liquidated 
damages for late deliveries solely by ·the fa.ct of the expiry of the period of 
~ 
performance. 1 1 
The amount of anp the detailed procedures relating to these damages shall be 
laid down· in the Speciallco~ditions. .1 
. . \ ' 
2. Measures to be taken as of right 
. These measures shall b~ the 16llowing: 
(a) execution of all or part,-of the supplies under direct ·management of the 
administration; 
(b) re.sci ss ion of all or .part of the contract '.without compensation pay ab le 
~Y the contractor; .. , 
(c) r~sciss.ion of. all 'or part of the contr.act, decided against the .contractor,· 
'with' comperysation payable by th~ contractor; 
(d) conclusion of a contract ~ith a third party, for the account of the 
• , ~ I 
contractor, after prior r~scts~ion.of the original contract; 
• ' i • 
r • : ·\ 
temporary or permanent exclusion from·the award of contracts. (e) 
. . 
3. ·Rules for .the application of measure-s taken· as of right 
Any decision relating to the application of measures taken as of right shall 
be adopted 'by the contracting authority. 
Where the contracting auth~rity decides to ~PJ?lY ·to the contractor one or more 
of the ~e~sures taken as of right listed in paragr~ph 2, it. shall first give 
him for~al no~ice, by r~giste·red letter with acknow.ledgement .of receipt, to put 
'. - . 
an end to the non-performance of the contract. The contractor may presen·t any · 
objectipns, ·by registered letter, within 15 days 'from the date of receipt of the 
formal hotice. Upon expiry· of a period of 25 days from receipt of such 
formal ~oti ce, t~e contracting authori.ty shall inform the contractor of its 
decisioh by registered 'letter. · 
i . 
In appl~ing one or other of these measures, the engineer shal·l take any 
appropr~ate steps to ensure the ·p~otection or sati'sfactory execution of· the 
works. 
'· 
, ! I 
' .. 
' 
- 7Z-
In the e.'\Y.en:t of S'Up:f:l-ties being. ae·l:lllrted undttr'- tti:JnK:I!: IDGI:f,a€Jement of t.he-
admini-str.-at:ior.t, o.r:-· a c:Mt.r--as:t llllfi'tllr. a: t:l!r.'h-ct: party fmr t:ffe ac.~ o.1 trb.e 
cont raco:tor, the· ~g;i!neel'!", aft~- swmtDCII!tir.rg, t:me; Cl!ll\'l:t:r-ac:te~~ tJ,. regi:ste-r-e:d letter, 
, shalL dr.aw. 1.11p: an. ir:w.er:~.t:oey of 't~ supflf.ties. aiL~ eu-cw.ted •. 
Additiorrat exper.r.se-s resuC:tir:r.g; fi"''m"-d'fr:""ert ~mer.tt by tl:re admfrti'strati:cu:r. O-r 
· from the =nt.r-aa wit'fi. a t&:iirrd par.iy f.cit"' t:b.e: ~ of'. tl:re- aJr.l:tr.r:ct&.tof." sl!l.ali."-
, ' 
be borne by· t:lae: lla.ttft" .. 
''. 
I.f di rec:t: manage-ment. b¥ t-he· ·adnr.ii~iist:r.a:tti·~, or 'tR --rract wft:ll- a thfrd party 
for the a-~ of .the c.cu:ctrrac::t:cur. J"Hwl:.t:s. ir.r er ~ion irr. e?l;pe:nse·s., the. 
cont ractGt:" may oot c.ta.im any part: ~1.' t-l'le Jjlrro.fit t:ms di!-Jrived, lilh.i.dl. s.h.aU 
. . 
to t h~ c.G~ntr-acti,r.J.g:, a.utl:to.-city .. 
For the- a,:q;J.Lic.ati6Ul Q;f. tl:te me-asures ~ai~ GfiiDwn m poilmts ~ ar.r:C 2, t:llle f.oU .. owing: 
I 
rules sh:al L be. app tted: 
(a) d i r·e et man a~mea.t by t- adm.iniist:n:tiCII!ll ~ be- c:aad!l-ined: w.i1tb l i;q~ id:a'ted: 
damages for- deLay· and· wftlt aclusfGl; 
(b) outrfgfl:t res.c.issian may~ be GUIJMr.re:d w.it:l:r. uc:C..~on and t-jquidat:ed c.:tama:g_es 
r 
I 
<c) 
. ' . 
res.dssion ·decided aqai'i:J..st. _t:l:re ~t:"a.d:ar me.Y lie- armhl.r.reaf lll!itb ex:(::li!IISTor.t· 
arrd [:f:qJ,J.t.dat-ed damages: fur. delay. ll'eta'ting: t:o t:lfle, pe:l!"'iod pviGU'" 'to t:be cfa:te. 
' ' ' ' ~ .. I 
of res:ds.s fan.; ... 
(d) a cantrac:t wi.tb. .. tb:h·d. lflartY f.Gt""· t:~  e>f tbe am:triad:er m.a.y fDe. 
coinb.ir.~e.d with, e~~llllsi'an;· 
(e) ex c lus. ion. ~ay he . ~it:retf( viit:li · ~ cri' t~ Sanct:ims ~. riarp.erfc.nrranu. .. 
' 
·: 
,, ~ecovery of damages, disf:l.ursemetl1its or e~ rre:~ll:li:irrg fr-oat: t:ll:e CtfiiplfQtiM cf · · 
. . 
the measures p.r,avided few"' in r:xoim:s. Z and 3 CFf. .Artid.e- ·1i15i sft:aU ltle e'ffe;~tecf by 
' deduction from the· sums due t:o. t:r.r.e ~I!'Glc:to.r., frrom:·~ ~it,\ e~.~ by aJnt:rribvtiM 
from· the di re-c.tly t fable ,p~~H"amtor.-.. 
'i 
i 
